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Covid Theories.1—The Key is Whether the Vaccine is a
Medical Countermeasure or a Pharmaceutical Product

 – ———  ——— – · – · · · · ? · · · · – · – ———  ——— – 

Abstract. Part 1 explores an overarching logical explanatory model for the 2019-2020 Covid Crisis,
primarily as a means to eliminate improbably controversial theories. The proposed model is simple,
has a good fit to known facts, and reconciles incongruities seen in public policy. Part 2 will
demonstrate the model is also highly predictive of, and consistent with, the events of 2021-2022.
Model: The 2019 accidental release of a gain-of-function pathogenic research virus caused Western
security agencies to understandably react as if the effect would be similar to a biological agent
being released. In the US this set in motion National Security legislation crafted in the wake of 9/11.
So instead of a CDC directed pandemic response, a National Security plan under PAHPA/ PAHPRA
(2006/2013 Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act) was initiated. The center of the US security
state is the Department of Defense (DOD) and as a result the Covid vaccine is a BARDAmedical
countermeasure developed under Operation Warp Speed run by the DOD. The FDA issued EUA is
"to allow unapproved medical products...in an emergency" (a) and is not an FDA approval. Thus the
vaccine is neither a FDA pharmaceutical product developed under the established regulatory
framework, nor is the vaccine manufacturing reviewed for GMP (good manufacturing practice)
compliance,(b) nor is informed consent required for an EUA medical countermeasure.(c)
The public documents presented herein make clear that the unique statutory steps used in the US
government's Covid response was unambiguously a national security response. They include laws
and executive orders originally intended to prepare for and respond to an "attack with a, chemical,
biological, radiological, or nuclear (“CBRN”) agent or agents"(d) or laws originally intended for
military operations. This is little known but obvious upon inspection of official records.
With the PREP Act Declaration in January 2020, all federal agencies, private institutions, and
manufacturers associated with the production, distribution and administration of the counter-
measure were granted complete immunity from all liability associated with the vaccination program
which disincentivizes caution in all parties and introduces moral hazard. This process has had
fateful implications for the safety of the vaccine and health of the citizens. This conceptual model
helps to eliminate some theories (eliminated noted with ⊗) and confirms others (noted with ⊙).
Footnotes & Links: a) FDA, About Emergency Use Authorizations (EUAs): https://www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and
-response/mcm-legal-regulatory-and-policy-framework/emergency-use-authorization. b) FDA VRBPAC 22 October 2020
Meeting, Inspection of EUA countermeasure manufacturing facilities not required, @1:41:50 in video:
https://www.fda.gov/advisory-committees/advisory-committee-calendar/vaccines-and-related-biological-products-advisory-
committee-october-22-2020-meeting-announcement. c) Ibid., Informed consent is not required, @44:30 in video.
d) See Supplementary Info: I. Background in: https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2020-06541.
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"Over many decades, the total expenditures of the US government in developing
biowarfare agents exceeded the money spent on thermonuclear weapons."

Attributed to Major General Philip K. Russell, MD by
Dr. Robert Malone (Lies my Gov't told me, 2022, p168)

1.0 MEDICAL COUNTERMEASURES—KEY ENABLING LEGISLATION AND PROGRAMS
Preface. The first effort in Section 1 is to show the difference between pharmaceutical products
and "Medical Countermeasures" in the statutes the federal agencies used to construct the Covid
Pandemic Response Stratagem. Stated simply, the first is a tested and regulated pharmaceutical
"product"—the latter is an emergency "countermeasure" which can be an untested and
unregulated "drug..., biological product..., or device" (USCODE, TITLE 42—THE PUBLIC HEALTH
AND WELFARE, §247d–6b(a)(2)(A) and §247d–6b(c)(1)(B)).
The paper's premise, that the DOD is the nexus of the pandemic response, is from the work of
Alexandra (Sasha) Latypova,(a) Pharma R&D executive for more than 25 years, including research
and development (R&D) of pharmaceutical products, and clinical trials reviewer. Every included
aspect has been vetted and researched before inclusion in this paper. Other intellectual
contributions are from Dr. Robert Malone,(b) MD, MS, virology, immunology, molecular biology,
inventor of mRNA vaccines used in the new Covid vaccine, co-inventor of DNA vaccines, with four
decades in vaccinology and direct experience with the CDC and FDA, and of importance for this
paper, has spent most of his career in biodefense research including USAM-RIID, DTRA, and MIT
Lincoln Lab and who had an ex-CIA partner involved in DOD biodefense. Other important insights
are from Peter A McCullough,(c) MD, MPH, FACP, FACC, FCCP, FAHA, FNKF, FNLA, FCRSA, internist,
cardiologist, epidemiologist, professor of medicine, and considered among the world’s experts on
Covid-19. And Dr. Andrew Huff,(d) bioterriorism, biosecurity, MS, PhD with an emerging infectious
disease specialty, and former VP at EcoHealth Alliance. His work at EcoHealth is most relevant.
However, the overall thesis presented herein should not be assumed to be shared by the experts
above, in fact, the thesis presented differs in the analysis of the underlying motives and is generally
more favorable to the government than those of the experts above.
General comments: Nearly all footnoted references are to primary sources, with a bias for official
(Federal Register, DOD, FDA etc.), scientific publications, and experts in the subject area. To avoid
needless repetition, it will be stated here that most quotes have emphasis added to guide the
reader to salient points in bold. The paper assumes the reader knows the Covid virus is most
certainly a man-made chimeric virus. If not, please review Section 1 of the previous 2021 paper:
Covid Facts—Points of Consensus Among Medical Experts.(e)
1.0 Footnotes & Links: a) Sasha Latypova posts her work at: https://sashalatypova.substack.com/archive; Best video related
to this paper is here: https://odysee.com/@Corona-Investigative-Committee:5/Session-124-Alexandra-Latypova-Odysee:c.
b) Robert W. Malone blogs at: https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/archive. c) John Leake and Peter A. McCullough, The
Courage to Face Covid-19, Counterplay Books, 2022; Blog at: https://petermcculloughmd.substack.com/archive. d) Andrew
G. Huff, The Truth About Wuhan, Skyhorse Publishing, 2022. e) Warner, Covid Facts—Points of Consensus Among Medical
Experts, 2021: https://www.academia.edu/62187742/Covid_Facts_Points_of_Consensus_Among_Medical_Experts.
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1.1 ● Covid Response Stratagem—Statutory Steps. The table below outlines the statutory steps
that were used in the Covid Response Stratagem. If we grant that the release of a chimeric
pathogenic virus was initially believed to be a national security threat, it cannot be said the process
was either illegal or lawless unless one examines the constitutionality of the legislation. The security
state used available post-9/11 laws and executive orders originally intended to prepare for and
respond to an "attack with a, chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear (“CBRN”) agent or
agents"(b) or laws originally intended for military operations. These are noted with a .

Table 1—Sequence of Statutory Steps in US Covid Response
National Security medical emergency event (SARS-Cov2 accidental release)


HHS Sec. 319 Declaration of a Public Health Emergency


HHS Sec. 319F-3 PREP Act Declaration (from 2005 DOD Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act)


 BARDA Medical Countermeasures authorized by 2006 PAHPA Act (Covid mRNA vaccines)


HHS Emergency Use Authorization Declaration under section 564 of the FD&C Act


Operation Warp Speed (fashioned after NIVTF Task Force in the 2019 Executive Order 13887)


 FDA EUA for first vaccines under section 564 of the FD&C Act


Dramatic increase in vaccine adverse events and all cause mortality.

The 2005 PREP and 2006 PAHPA Acts noted above, are key legislation to understand. The PREP Act
is explained in the Section 2 timeline. But PAHPA needs an introductory overview, which follows.

1.2  The PAHPA Act. As a continuing response to 9/11, in 2006 Congress passed the "Pandemic
and All-Hazards Preparedness Act" or PAHPA which was an amendment of the Public Health Service
Act.(a) The PAHPA Act established new agencies and emergency procedures "to help prevent,
prepare for and respond to adverse health effects of public health emergencies resulting from
current and future chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear agents (CBRN)." The impact of
this legislation is seen by reviewing the November 2007 US Department of Health & Human
Services (HHS) review of its implementation one year later. Quoting from the report:
"In December 2006 Congress passed and the President signed the Pandemic and All
-Hazards Preparedness Act (PAHPA), Public Law No. 109-417, which has broad
implications for HHS’s preparedness and response activities. The Act established
within the Department a new Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response
(ASPR); provided new authorities for a number of programs, including the advanced
development and acquisition ofmedical countermeasures; and called for the
establishment of a quadrennial National Health Security Strategy."(b)

Note the term "medical countermeasures" or MCMs, which is different than pharmaceutical
products. Medical countermeasure had a clear meaning in the original legislative as a response to
accidents and attacks from CBRN agents. This definition of MCMs is in accord with the 30
December 2009 presidential Executive Order 13527 "Medical Countermeasures Following a
Biological Attack":
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Sec. 3. (b) The Secretaries of Homeland Security and Health and Human Services, in
coordination with the Secretary of Defense, within 90 days of the date of this order,
shall develop a concept of operations and establish requirements for a Federal rapid
response to dispensemedical countermeasures to an affected population following
a large-scale biological attack.(c)

This paper sees in the above Executive Order an ongoing mandate for the DOD,
HHS, and DHS to have a ready operational plan. Both this EO and and the PAHPA Act
provide statutory authority for a security state response in the event of a biological
agent release.
1.3 Footnotes & Links: a) Public Health Service Act: https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/PLAW-109publ417/pdf/PLAW-
109publ417.pdf. b) 2007 Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) report on PAHPA:
https://programs.fas.org/bio/resource/documents/hhs_pan_all-hzrds_prep_act_prgress_rprt_nov2007.pdf. c) 30 December
2009 presidential Executive Order 13527 "Medical Countermeasures Following a Biological Attack:
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2010/01/06/2010-38/establishing-federal-capability-for-the-timely-provision-of-
medical-countermeasures-following-a.

1.3  The Creation of BARDA Countermeasures. From 2007 HHS report: (a)

"PAHPA established the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority
(BARDA) within HHS to direct and coordinate the Department’s countermeasure
and product advanced research and development activities. ...BARDA leads the
PHEMCE [Public Health Emergency Medical Countermeasures Enterprise],
directing and coordinating the Department’s countermeasure and product
advanced research and development activities, including strategic planning for
medical countermeasure research, development, and procurement."

To make BARDA'S mission crystal clear, its seal has four icons for radiological, chemical, biological
and nuclear agents with a shield having a syringe, and its website is medicalcountermeasures.gov.
Continuing from the 2007 report:
"BARDA awarded multiple contracts for advanced development of cell-based and antigen-sparing
pandemic influenza vaccines that changed the global paradigm for manufacturers of influenza vaccines
to focus on surge capacity and for a potential pandemic. ...BARDA and the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) established aMemorandum of Understanding to initiate and facilitate the
development of candidatemedical countermeasures for CBRN [chemical, biological, radiological, or
nuclear] agents. The first use of Advanced Development funds employed $99 million."

The first NIAID grant to Ecohealth Alliance (EHA) was September (K08 AI067549-01A2) of the same
year as the Memorandum of Understanding.(b) Ecohealth would become the conduit for NIAID
funds to the Wuhan Lab for Gain-of-Function (GoF) research. USAID was also funding EHA.(c)

In 2014, NIAID grants to Ecohealth more than doubled from previous grant levels. 2014 was also
when a pause in Gain-of-Function research was imposed on all US government agencies making
medical dual-purpose research outside the US a means to continue the work.(d) This may also
explain why the funding was laundered through Ecohealth.(e) The Ecohealth proposal to fund the
Wuhan lab included Ralph Baric's lab at the University of North Carolina as a "supporting partner".
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Ralph Baric is the principal U.S. researcher into coronavirus GoF. His participation resulted in the
technology transfer of the most advanced Gain-of-Function methods in the world to China including
the "no-see-um" inserts, reverse genetic engineering, and passaging techniques.(f)
The US government funding of the Wuhan lab was officially admitted in a 15 January 2021 US State
Department document: "Fact Sheet: Activity at the Wuhan Institute of Virology":
"The United States and other donors who funded or collaborated on civilian
research at the WIV have a right and obligation to determine whether any of our
research funding was diverted to secret Chinese military projects at the WIV." (g)

When there was a release of a biological agent from the US funded Wuhan lab, the security state
responded. As a result, the Covid vaccine has been a BARDA Medical Counter-measure authorized
under the PAHPA Act, and is not a pharmaceutical product under a medical pandemic response
controlled by or even regulated by health agencies as assumed by the public and as portrayed by
government officials. In fact, PAHPA removes the review authority of the FDA and CDC. We learn in
the October 2020 FDA-VRBPAC presentation, that the FDA is not even allowed inspection of the
manufacturing facilities due to the vaccine being an emergency countermeasure.(h)

1.4 Footnotes & Links: a) 2007 Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) report on PAHPA:
https://programs.fas.org/bio/resource/documents/hhs_pan_all-hzrds_prep_act_prgress_rprt_nov2007.pdf.
b) NIH grant Reporter: https://reporter.nih.gov/search/5fcq2bLp10G8cQloS5bl8w/projects. c) Andrew G. Huff, The Truth
About Wuhan, Skyhorse Publishing, 2022, p176. d) 2014 pause in GoF Research:
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/2014/10/17/doing-diligence-assess-risks-and-benefits-life-sciences-gain-function
-research. e) Former Ecohealth VP, Dr. Andrew Huff, explains the loopholes used by Ecohealth to fund GoF after the 2014
moratorium, go to 8:28 mark: https://rumble.com/v1l9urt-everyone-needs-to-know-the-truth-former-ecohealth-alliance-vp-
turned-whistl.html. f) Andrew G. Huff, The Truth About Wuhan, Skyhorse Publishing, 2022, p137-139. g) US Department of
State, 15 January 2021, Fact Sheet: Activity at the Wuhan Institute of Virology: https://2017-2021.state.gov/fact-sheet-activity-at
-the-wuhan-institute-of-virology/index.html; and an archived link: https://web.archive.org/web/20210120232053/https://2017-
2021.state.gov/fact-sheet-activity-at-the-wuhan-institute-of-virology//index.html. h) FDA Vaccines and Related Biological
Products Advisory Committee 22 October 2020 Meeting, "What is Barda's position in regard to what is mentioned in the
October 2020 guidelines that do not require inspection of the manufacturing facilities in order to provide an emergency
authorization?" @1:41:50 in video: https://www.fda.gov/advisory-committees/advisory-committee-calendar/vaccines-and-
related-biological-products-advisory-committee-october-22-2020-meeting-announcement.

1.4 ● BARDA's and the government's obsession with mRNA/DNA Technology. Revisiting a
portion of the 2007 report quoted above:
"BARDA awarded multiple contracts for advanced development of cell-based and antigen-sparing
pandemic influenza vaccines that changed the global paradigm for manufacturers of influenza vaccines
to focus on surge capacity and for a potential pandemic."

In the quote, the term "antigen-sparing" means to reduce the amount of antigen needed in
vaccine production. Traditional vaccine antigens take a long time to produce, making that approach
unusable for quick response. It was BARDA's high priority to find a solution that could be
manufactured quickly to respond to a biowarfare attack. The antigen production time was the
bottleneck. Also note the term "cell-based" in the quote above which would further reduce
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production time by the vaccinated person's cells making the antigen. So as far back as 2007, they
had found the perfect solution in the promising mRNA/DNA recombinant technology and they fell
in love with it, thus the boasting that it "changed the global paradigm". Thirteen years later their
enthusiasm for mRNA had only grown with the hype such that the Defense Department
announcement of Operation Warp Speed heralded that it "will be one of the greatest scientific
and humanitarian accomplishments in history".(a)

This is why they're in love with mRNA: Once a new or desired gene is sequenced, you just key it into
the computer. The manufacturing of the RNA is the same no matter what the sequence. They can
make customized medicine for cancer, or a new biowarfare pathogen, or antigen and hit "print" so
to speak, for the RNA sequence code. There is no antigen production facility required since your
cells become the manufacturing facility. This is a huge advantage over the present process of
building a new manufacturing facility around a new process for each new vaccine.
It was not just a solution for Covid but a "platform" for all future biological threats: "And they
wanted to have something that would be universal, that they could apply for any new pathogen and
that could go straight from gene to vaccine." (b) However, this idea had been tried before and
rejected. The inventor of the mRNA technology Dr. Robert Malone, explains the obstacles:
"I filed these patents, and they included use of mRNA in particular. ...Merck bought the rights, and they
spent well over a billion dollars and could never make it work. And they just abandoned it until, like I said,
the CIA basically picked up the RNA part out of the trash can and pushed it forward."
"DARPA, which is the operational development arm (basically the CIA) fell in love with the RNA technology
over a decade ago. They decided to capitalize it and force it into the market space...Then it was advanced
very aggressively by DARPA. DARPA funded and basically built Moderna. They're continuing to push all this.
They're pushing it through the government. What you're seeing is the power of the intelligence community
and the new bio-defense industrial complex that's developed since the anthrax attacks and it really goes
beyond that in being able to push their agenda through the government." (c)

Both BARDA and DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency in DOD)
funded AstraZeneca and Moderna.(d) In 2012, DARPA established the ADEPT:
PROTECT project, short for Autonomous Diagnostics to Enable Prevention and
Therapeutics: Prophylactic Options to Environmental and Contagious Threats.
They claimed they could stop a pandemic in 60 days using a recombinant
(mRNA/DNA) vaccine.(e) These were agencies with a solution looking for a
problem, and then along comes Covid. As a result, regulatory agencies have
been pushed to go along with the defense/ intelligence community's
opportunity. There's a belief that this technology is so important that we have
to push it through the entire population, regardless of the cost to the health of the citizens.
1.5 Footnotes & Links: a) DOD announcement of Operation Warp Speed:
https://www.defense.gov/News/Releases/Release/Article/2310750/trump-administration-announces-framework-and-
leadership-for-operation-warp-speed/. b) Dr. Robert W. Malone: https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/mrna-vaccines-the-
cia-and-national. c) Ibid. d) BARDA and DARPA funding Moderna: https://www.fdanews.com/articles/198957-barda-joins-
darpa-in-examining-moderna-contracts-for-disclosure-problems. e) https://darpa.mil/ADAEPTVingnetteFINAL.pdf.
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2.0 2019-2020 TIMELINE—ACCIDENTAL LEAK, TO RESPONSE STRATAGEM
2.1 ● Summer of 2019—Time of the Original Leak. The official public position of the US govern-
ment since 15 January 2021 is expressed in a US State Department "Fact Sheet" issued on that day:
"The U.S. government does not know exactly where, when, or how the COVID-19 virus—known as SARS-
CoV-2—was transmitted initially to humans. We have not determined whether the outbreak began through
contact with infected animals or was the result of an accident at a laboratory in Wuhan, China." (a)

Despite initial claims in 2020 to the contrary, the virus was probably accidentally leaked in the
summer of 2019 and not in a December Outbreak⊗ as widely reported. The first serum assay
confirmed cases were in September of 2019 in Italy,(b) which pushes an initial leak to mid-2019.
In a study looking at blood draws from September 2019 to March 2020 in Italy, IgM and/or IgE SARS
-CoV-2 RBD-specific antibodies
were found in 14% of the
September samples.(c) Note that
SARS-CoV-2 antibodies develop
"within 13 days after symptom
onset". In Figure 1 at right, look
at the first bars for Week 1 of
September. We see 9% (red bar)
of the Italian samples were
positive for SARS-CoV-2 IgM
antibodies, thus an August or
earlier escape is confirmed.
The starting trend in the chart
clearly indicates positive results would have been found in the earlier month, but September 2019
was the earliest month tested. The study authors conclude "Finding SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in
asymptomatic people before the COVID-19 outbreak in Italy may reshape the history of [the]
pandemic". I agree, it does.
But there are also confirming indirect indicators. For example, for years the Wuhan Lab hosted an
online database on virus sequences. This database showed near daily access that stopped in mid
August, suggesting a halt in activity at WIV on 11 August 2019. In a documented lab leak of SAR-COV
in 2004 at the Chinese National Institute of Virology Laboratory (NIVL) it seems to be protocol to
close a lab after a virus escape.(d) The WIV database was then taken offline in September. A very
thorough analysis on the removal of the online database notes:
"On the 12th Sep 2019, the main database of samples and viral sequences of the Wuhan Institute of Virology
went offline. ...these databases may provide essential clues to the origins of SARS-CoV-2." (e)

Three years later, public access to the database had not been restored.(h) Separate confirmation of
the removal of the database comes from a "Fact Sheet" from the US Department of State. It also
found Covid-like sickness in Wuhan lab staff around the same time. The 15 January 2021 "Fact Sheet:
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Activity at the Wuhan Institute of Virology" reported:
1. "...several researchers inside the WIV became sick in autumn 2019, before the first
identified case of the outbreak... Accidental infections in labs have caused several
previous virus outbreaks in China and elsewhere, including a 2004 SARS
outbreak in Beijing that infected nine people, killing one."

To give "became sick in autumn" context, we need to know the time course of
the original Wuhan strain, which was around three weeks to recovery or affliction: incubation
stage-1 (days 1 to 5), symptomatic stage-2 (days 5 to 11), early pulmonary stage-3 (days 11 to 14),
and late pulmonary stage-4 (begins around day 14).(f) Continuing to quote from the "Fact Sheet":
2. "The WIV has a published record of conducting “gain-of-function” research to engineer chimeric viruses...
The WIV has engaged in classified research, including laboratory animal experiments, on behalf of the
Chinese military since at least 2017... WHO investigators must have access to the records of the WIV’s work
on bat and other coronaviruses before the COVID-19 outbreak. As part of a thorough inquiry, they must
have a full accounting of why theWIV altered and then removed online records of its work with RaTG13
and other viruses." (g)

The staff sicknesses and awkward removal of the database noted above logically indicates it was an
laboratory-acquired infection (LAI) resulting in a community accidental release and not a planned
intentional release, which undermines the Chinese Intentional Release hypothesis.⊗
Two days after the assumed closure, WIV issued a procurement notice for what appears to be
contamination remediation:
"On August 14, 2019, the WIV issued a procurement notice for a project involving its environmental air
disinfection system at the WIV’s campus in central Wuhan. The upgraded disinfection system used vaporized
hydrogen peroxide to decontaminate laboratory surfaces." (h)

Three years late, a US Senate Committee report in October 2022, finally
concludes the obvious:
"...it appears reasonable to conclude that the COVID-19 pandemic was, more likely
than not, the result of a research-related incident." (h)

——

Once the shared database went offline, and especially if the lab closed, close partner organizations
as Ecohealth and Baric's UNC-Chapel Hill lab would know quickly of the event. This would have been
immediately relayed to selected individuals in intelligence, biosecurity and biomedical organizations
in the US, such as BARDA, DOD, and funders as NIH-NIAID.
The DOD has a worldwide network of bioresearch labs
and a parallel bioterriorism monitoring system referred
to as the "biosurveillance enterprise" run by DoD's DTRA
(Defense Threat Reduction Agency) and sub-agency
JPEO-CBRND which includes the Cooperative Biological Engagement Program,
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or CBEP.(i) The DOD likely knew of the first release within days or weeks. All key players in US
government knew of the release probably in August of 2019. With the accidental release of the
virus likely being late July, most of the "Plandemic" theories⊗ become inoperative since suspected
"early pre-planning activities" before an intentional release get moved to AFTER the virus escape
instead of before. For example, the notorious Event 201 on 18 October of 2019 is actually 2 1/2+
months after the start of the pandemic.
An axiom attributed to Otto von Bismarck states "Never believe anything in
politics until it has been officially denied." An 8 April 2020 ABC article reported
"Intelligence report warned of coronavirus crisis as early as November" of
2019. The leaked information was in an intelligence report from the National
Center for Medical Intelligence (NCMI). NCMI is a component of the
Pentagon's Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA). The existence of the report was
promptly denied the same day by both the Director of NCMI, R. Shane Day and
the Pentagon. On 9 April 2020, ABC amended it's article with this notice: "Editor's Note: This story
has been updated to reflect comment from the Pentagon." So what was leaked that had to be
immediately officially denied?
"that a [November 2019] contagion was sweeping through China’s Wuhan region, changing the patterns of
life and business and posing a threat to the population, according to four sources briefed on the secret
reporting. ...Analysts concluded it could be a cataclysmic event." (j)

This of course is exactly consistent with this paper's premise of a mid 2019 release which could
have spread to a city wide contagion by November.

2.1 Footnotes & Links: a) US Department of State, 15 January 2021, Fact Sheet: Activity at the Wuhan Institute of Virology:
https://2017-2021.state.gov/fact-sheet-activity-at-the-wuhan-institute-of-virology/index.html; and an archived link:
https://web.archive.org/web/20210120232053/https://2017-2021.state.gov/fact-sheet-activity-at-the-wuhan-institute-of-
virology//index.html. b) Giovanni Apolone, et al., Unexpected detection of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in the prepandemic
period in Italy: Pastorino https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8529295/. c) Figure 1 of study:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8529295/figure/fig1-0300891620974755. d) CDC SARS Update—May 19,
2004: https://www.cdc.gov/sars/media/2004-05-19.html. e) An investigation into the WIV databases that were taken offline:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/349073738_An_investigation_into_the_WIV_databases_that_were_taken_offline.
f) Warner, Covid Facts—Points of Consensus Among Medical Experts, 2021. See Section 2.2:
https://www.academia.edu/62187742/Covid_Facts_Points_of_Consensus_Among_Medical_Experts.
g) US Department of State, 15 January 2021, Ibid. h) An Analysis of the Origins of the COVID-19 Pandemic Interim Report,
Senate Committee on Health Education, Labor and Pensions Minority Oversight Staff, October 2022, p16, 19, 26:
https://maloneinstitute.org/s/report_an_analysis_of_the_origins_of_covid-19_102722.pdf. i) Biosurveillance enterprise:
https://web.archive.org/web/20170101174143/https://www.defense.gov/News/Article/Article/681832/dtra-scientists-develop
-cloud-based-biosurveillance-ecosystem; and: https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/689971/dtra-
program-helps-nations-tackle-biological-threats/. j) ABC News, "Intelligence report warned of coronavirus crisis as early as
November" 8 April 2020, archived version prior to Pentagon request to alter article:
https://web.archive.org/web/20200408111309/https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/intelligence-report-warned-coronavirus-crisis
-early-november-sources/story?id=70031273
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2.2 ● September 2019—Mobilization of TOP LEADERSHIP
Creation of National Influenza Vaccine Task Force. The second month
after the first likely Covid patient zero. On 19 September 2019, presidential
Executive Order 13887 was issued entitled "Executive Order on Modernizing
Influenza Vaccines in the United States to Promote National Security and
Public Health." (a) The EO proposes to correct the national security risk of a
traditional vaccine "...70-year-old process that requires months-long
production timelines, limiting their utility for pandemic control" and proposes "the Government
must take action to promote faster and more scalable [vaccine]manufacturing platforms...cell
based and recombinant influenza vaccines". A cell based recombinant vaccine is a vaccine using
recombinant DNA or mRNA, where the injected DNA/mRNA sequence causes cells to express an
antigen to trigger an immune response—identical to the present Covid vaccines which uses mRNA
to make cells produce the spike protein antigen. The EO provides justification for early contracts.
As an objective metric to indicate what agencies are activated in the EO, the number of references
to the following agencies or the agency administrator is: DOD is mentioned 9 times, CDC 8 times,
HHS 7 times, BARDA 4 times, VA 4 times, NIH 3 times, FDA 0 times, and NIAID 0 times. Typical
vaccine development had been the purview of the NIAID (which has a Vaccine Research Center) and
the FDA, yet they are not even mentioned. It is explicit that novel Medical Countermeasures for
national security are in focus in the EO. These are the focus of BARDA and DARPA (DOD).
The EO's analysis and proposed program exactly parallels the 13 year old BARDA program to
"advanced development of cell-based and antigen-sparing pandemic influenza vaccines" mentioned
above. Towards that goal, the EO creates a new agency led by the DOD. Quoting from the EO:
"Sec. 2. Policy. It is the policy of the United States to modernize the domestic influenza vaccine enterprise
to be highly responsive, flexible, scalable, and more effective at preventing the spread of influenza viruses.
This is a public health and national security priority...
There is hereby established a National Influenza Vaccine Task Force (Task Force). The Task Force shall
identify actions to achieve the objectives identified in section 2 of this order and monitor and report on the
implementation and results of those actions. The Task Force shall be co-chaired by the Secretary of Defense
and the Secretary of Health and Human Services, or their designees." (b)

This is the same DOD leadership as used in Operation Warp Speed and the same BARDA vaccine
development.
"...through the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response and BARDA...further support the conduct,
in collaboration with the DOD, BARDA, and CDC, of applied scientific research regarding developing cell lines
and expression systems that markedly increase the yield of cell-based and recombinant influenza vaccine
manufacturing processes...assess, in coordination with BARDA and relevant vaccine manufacturers, the
use and potential effects of using advanced manufacturing platforms for influenza vaccines..." (c)

The organization of Operation Warp Speed mirrors the organization of the National Influenza
Vaccine Task Force and seems to be a new public face for a body that is already operating—it has
the same leadership structure dominated by the DOD, an identical focus on developing cell-based
gene-based vaccines, identical use of DOD contractors for manufacturing (public-private
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partnerships are termed an "enterprise"), and same role for BARDA to guide vaccine development.
HHS Secretary. To give further confirmation that the EO is commissioning a biodefense project,
HHS Secretary Azar released a short three sentence press release on the same day. He states:
"...the potential of pandemic influenza, which is the single greatest biodefense threat our country faces." (d)

Council of Economic Advisers. To add to the chorus, as if orchestrated, also in September 2019,
the White Houses' Council of Economic Advisers issued "Mitigating the Impact of Pandemic
Influenza through Vaccine Innovation". The first sentences of the executive summary reads:
"This report estimates the potentially large health and economic losses in the United States associated with
influenza pandemics and discusses why the most commonly used vaccine production technologies are
unlikely to mitigate these losses. We estimate the value of new vaccine technologies that would make
vaccines availablemore quickly and likely improve their effectiveness in moderating the risks of
pandemics." (e)

The report unsurprisingly also recommends "Large-scale, immediate immunization" with "Newer
technologies, like cell-based or recombinant vaccines".
GPMB. The Global Preparedness Monitoring Board (GPMB) consists of WHO and the World Bank
Group. In September 2019, the GPMB commissioned yet another report that was very prescient of
the coming pandemic, entitled "Preparedness for a High-Impact Respiratory Pathogen Pandemic".(f)
Authored by the staff of The John Hopkins Center for Health Security including Thomas V. Inglesby
the Director and Anita Cicero, Deputy Director—both were also participants in Event 201 the
following month—Cicero was Master of Ceremonies of Event 201. Unsurprisingly, we will see the
Event 201 that was sponsored by the Center for Health Security mirrors themes in the report
written by the Center for Health Security.
The report is based on input from "key informants" including Rick Bright, director of BARDA in HHS;
Elizabeth Cameron, DOD; Daniel Jernigan, CDC; Lawrence Kerr, HHS; Hilary Marston and Diane Post,
both from NIH. These same federal agencies just happen to be funders of John Hopkins Center for
Health Security. The report prophetically warns of "Novel high-impact respiratory pathogens"...
"to emerge, either naturally or as the result of accidental or deliberate release, it would likely have
significant public health, economic, social, and political consequences." (g)

The report offers 10 preparatory recommendations. Suggestion 7 is:
"R&D aimed at rapid vaccine development for novel threats and distributed surge manufacturing should be
a top global pandemic planning priority. ...Nucleic acid (RNA and DNA)–based vaccines are widely seen as
highly promising and potentially rapid vaccine development pathways, though they have not yet broken
through with licensed products." (h)

It foresees nations prioritizing their own citizens as a "Potential Problem of National Sovereignty"
and that vaccine companies are not motivated to try a new vaccine technology, so it will take a
government initiative. We will see all these themes repeated across an array of publications and
events prior to the official start of the pandemic in December 2019.
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2.2 Footnotes & Links: a) Presidential Executive Order 13887, 19 September 2019:
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/09/24/2019-20804/modernizing-influenza-vaccines-in-the-united-states-to-
promote-national-security-and-public-health. b) Ibid. c) Ibid. d) HHS Secretary Azar press release, 19 September 2019:
https://public3.pagefreezer.com/content/HHS.gov/31-12-2020T08:51/https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2019/09/19/hhs-
secretary-azar-statement-flu-vaccine-executive-order.html. e) Council of Economic Advisers, Mitigating the Impact of
Pandemic Influenza through Vaccine Innovation, September 2019: https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2019/09/Mitigating-the-Impact-of-Pandemic-Influenza-through-Vaccine-Innovation.pdf. f) GPMB report,
Preparedness for a High-Impact Respiratory Pathogen Pandemic, dated September 2019, announced 18 September 2019:
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/publications/2019/preparedness-for-a-high-impact-respiratory-pathogen-
pandemic. g) Ibid., in report, p6. h) Ibid., in report, p11.

2.3 ● October 2019—Mobilization of MID-LEVEL LEADERSHIP
"The Quest for a Universal Flu Vaccine" event. I find thisMilken Institute
event much more informative than Event 201. The third month after the first
likely Covid infection and one month after the EO Order on "Modernizing
Influenza Vaccines" (see above). On 29 October 2019, ten days after Event 201,
the Milken event hosted Anthony Fauci, director of the NIAID, and Rick Bright,
director of BARDA, and Margaret "Peggy" A. Hamburg, former FDA
commissioner, with others who were also in HHS, to discuss the "urgent"
need for, and how to facilitate, a universal flu vaccine based on new vaccine technology.
At the time of the event, it is not tenable that Fauci and Bright did not know of the mid 2019 virus
escape at Wuhan. That has a significant impact on how we see their statements during the panel
discussion of the event. These two are the central figures in HHS in the coming Covid Response.
The extended quotes below allow the reader to come to their own conclusions. Time marks are
provided and coordinate with C-Span's text transcription blocks under the video,(a) which jump you
to the relevant point in the video. Seeing body language and tone is helpful:

Table 2—Milken event "The Quest for a Universal Flu Vaccine"—Selected Transcript Sections
. . .

 Beginning 5 minute discussion (edited) 

Michael Spector (moderator) @5:36: Why are we so bad at protecting ourselves from what many people consider
the, sort of, most likely virus to cause the most damage to humanity?

Rick Bright (BARDA) @6:58: ...so I think that the sense of urgency needs to be there Michael, but also the fact
that we need to leverage the tools we have, and at the same time, envision what that universal flu vaccine is,
in a very rapid urgent pace to get there.

Michael Spector @8:30: ...people use this term in silicon valley, disruption. Why don’t we blow the system up?...
Peggy Hamburg (FDA) @8:57: We are behind where we need to be in terms of the urgency of this
threat, and how we are harnessing advances in science and technology... Clearly disruption comes
with uncertainty, and it comes with uncertainty on many levels. Uncertainty within the science community
on how we do the science; regulatory uncertainty, which I know something about; and uncertainty about
adoption and access and all of that...I think hopefully one of the messages coming out of this panel, it's time
to stop talking, it's time to act. ...I think it's also we haven't had that sense of urgency.

. . .
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 The moderator is really wanting people to die for the betterment for humanity (edited) 

Michael Spector @10:28: Do we need to have lots of people die to have that sense of urgency?
@18:20: ... That is why I asked the dark and unpleasant question: does something really bad have to happen?
@41:53: ...In the long run after time, ammoritized, if the 2009 pandemic had been much more deadly, would
that have ended up being a better thing for humanity?

. . .
 Fauci describes the new vaccine concept which happens to be very similar to the Covid vaccine (edited for brevity) 

Anthony Fauci (NIAID) @19:06: ...When we had the evolution of structure based vaccine design [vaccine
that mimics a specific structure of a virus]... One of the big targets, certainly not through only target,
but one of the targets, if you look at the hemagglutinin molecule [referring
to the hemagglutinin spike protein, see image at right], if you metaphorically
construct it, it's kind of like a head [S1 subunit], a mushroom cap with a
stalk, or a broccoli cap with a stalk [S2 subunit]. The part that the body
makes a response to, is the head, it's what we call immunodominant. It's
when the body sees influenza, it much much prefers to make a response
against the head [S1 subunit of spike protein]. When that gets it right, that's
good news, you're going to get protected. The sobering part is, that is the
part that does the mutations that I mentioned a little bit ago... So what
investigators are doing... Not growing it in an egg. Not growing the virus
at all, but getting the sequences, getting the appropriate proteins and
sticking it on a self assembling nanoparticle that is much much more
immunogenic, but, you don't have to grow it, you can make a lot of it, and if you do it right and partner with
industry, that is the kind of thing that does not have the vicissitude of growing in eggs. This is something that
is ten years in the making. [The body language of Fauci makes it clear that Rick Bright is working on it at BARDA]

Connected idea at @48:06: ... When you do get a universal flu vaccine, you will want to give it to 6 month old kids.
. . .

 Bright describes his "entity of excitement" which sounds a lot like Operation Warp Speed (edited for brevity) 

Rick Bright (BARDA) @23:45: ...we need to develop vaccines for influenza that are fast! ...We need to
gather this information and share in a very targeted way to determine how to accelerate the
development of one of these better, faster vaccines.
@32:09: ...I like the concept of disrupting the field. ...there might be a need, or even an urgent call, for an
entity of excitement out there, that is completely disruptive, that is not beholden to bureaucratic strings
and processes.
@38:12: ...There is no single focused entity on influenza. And I think if there was a single focused entity on
influenza, then that target and that timeline would be accelerated, and we bring in the best science.
Bringing together those interdisciplinary thoughts.
@44:50: ...If we can move into more synthetic, the nucleic acid based, messenger RNA based, these
sequences can be rapidly shared around the world. Enzymes that can synthesize the small fragments of
messenger RNA needed to go in the vaccine, can be made in a shoe box sized system right now... But it is
not too crazy to think that an outbreak of novel avian virus could occur in China somewhere. We could
get the RNA sequence from that. Beam it to a number of regional centers if not local, if not even in your
home at some point, and print those vaccines on a patch and self-administer. We are a ways out, but the
technology is there to be adapted to assemble and put in that futuristic view of a rapid response to an
emerging novel threat.

——

Themes: I would note that these types of events need pre-defined topics, so the fact that they are
all coordinated on the themes is nothing suspicious. However, what the preselected themes were
is of interest. Those themes were: 1) The need is "urgent" (everyone used that word repeatedly).

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein
Source: Diabetes| July 15 2020 (b)
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2) The present egg manufacturing technique is old, slow and outdated. 3) Vaccine companies are
not motivated to try a new vaccine technology, so it will take a government initiative. 4) There needs
to be a disruptive event and new agency ("entity of excitement") to push the urgency of new vaccine
design and vaccine acceptance. 5) mRNA technology looks very promising for being both quicker
and with higher vaccine efficacy. 6) We need more money.
The reader does not need my guidance to connect the dots. I will only make the following overall
comments. Bright and Fauci clearly know about the coming Response Stratagem. They are seeding
the urgent need and inevitability of certain ideas into their peers and the leadership in the next
level down. However, it seems clear to me that they both were naively optimistic on efficacy and
safety, Bright especially so, which undermines several hypothesis about causing intentional harm
through the vaccines. We should apply Hanlon’s razor: "never attribute to malice that which is
adequately explained by stupidity".
Bright shows his hand the most "it is not too crazy to think that an outbreak of novel avian virus
could occur in China somewhere." Remember, he already knows of the leak. Bright describes the
"entity of excitement" with such precision, I am confident he was already aware of the proposed
Operation Warp Speed leadership with BARDA heading vaccine development, manufacturing and
distribution (see OWS operational chart in Sec. 2.12) And his "not beholden to bureaucratic strings
and processes" indicates a foreknowledge of the PREP Act/EUA vaccine development strategy.
I am also left with the impression that the push for "messenger RNA" is not Regulatory Capture,⊗
rather it seems to be narcissistic technocratic hubris that they, the wise government technocrats,
will save the world, if they can only get free from their regulatory chains. Of course, the three letter
agencies were also covering their own mistake in helping to create a chimeric virus that got loose.
This weakens another hypothesis that Big Pharma is the Master Puppeteer⊗ pushing mRNA.
Regulatory capture is certainly real, but it does not seem to be the driver for mRNA.
In fulfilment of the Milken theme for a universal flu vaccine, later in the timeline of Part 2, the
reader will learn that in 2021, Pfizer and Sanofi/Translate Bio started phase 1 and 2 clinical trials on
mRNA flu vaccines. In January of 2022, the Secretary of HHS made normal flu vaccines "covered
countermeasures" under the tenth amendment of the PREP Declaration for the Covid vaccine,(c)
thus removing them from established regulatory review. Few in the public know this.
2.3 Milken Footnotes & Links: a) Milken Institute, The Quest for a Universal Flu Vaccine event panel discussion:
https://www.c-span.org/video/?465845-1/universal-flu-vaccine. b) SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, Figure 3 from in SARS-CoV-2
Infections and ACE2,Perspectives in Diabetes, July 2020: https://diabetesjournals.org/diabetes/article/69/9/1875/39428/SARS-
CoV-2-Infections-and-ACE2-Clinical-Outcomes. c) HHS Secretary Xavier Becerra, Tenth amendment to the Covid-19 PREP
declaration on 7 January 2022: https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/01/07/2022-00151/tenth-amendment-to-
declaration-under-the-public-readiness-and-emergency-preparedness-act-for-medical.

——

Event 201. Armed with this new knowledge, it is now useful to review Event
201 in a new light. The John Hopkins Center for Health Security announced the
event on 21 August 2019, only two months prior to the 19 October event.(d) This
contrasts to their 2018 pandemic tabletop Clade X exercise with an announce-
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ment six months in advance (e) and the two years preplanning for the Dark Winter exercise in 2001.(f)
Accepting a late July 2019 as the first Covid infection, an August 21 announcement would only be
three weeks later. It must be asked, is it feasible to assume John Hopkins
Center for Health Security could announce the event so quickly at the DOD's
request? The answer is on their funding page where the government
connection and influence on Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security could
not be more conspicuous—the government seals of the DOD, ASPR, DTRA,
DHS, US Dept. of State, NBACC (National Biodefense Analysis and
Countermeasures Center in DHS), CDC, and FDA are their major funders.(g)

In the previously mentioned "Preparedness for a High-Impact Respiratory Pathogen Pandemic"
report authored by the The John Hopkins Center for Health Security, "partner" or "partnership" is
used 34 times in the report. Similarly, a dominant theme of Event 201 is that "traditional public
health measures" alone would be inadequate in the next pandemic. That would be a reasonable
projection for the few who knew a GoF pathogenic virus had already escaped. They would need to
mobilize a broader section of society including the private sector. This seems to be the message in
the concluding seven suggestions of Anita Cicero, Master of Ceremonies for Event 201, which were
1: Private-public partnership; 2: Public-private partnerships; 3: Public-private-NGO partnerships;
4: Public-private cooperation on travel and trade; 5: Public-private pre-purchase agreements of
Medical Countermeasures (are you seeing a theme?). There was clearly a push for "public-private
partnerships" with the discussion guided towards and concluding that a global central authority is
needed to coordinate these relationships and for distribution and acquisition of "Medical
Countermeasures" or "MCMs"—the preferred term in the event for pandemic medical responses.
Continuing with her suggestions ...6: Funding should be increased for pandemic planning and
events. And then finally 7: Public-private partnerships to implement anticipated non-medical
countermeasures...
"to combatmis-dis-information to the pandemic response...governments will need to partner with
traditional and social media...[so] that authoritative messages are prioritized and false messages are
suppressed".(h) (In Sec. 2.9, we will see this indicates the government was about to mislead and needed information
suppression of countering truth)

Event 201 was uncannily prescient and now looks scripted to coordinate world leaders and agencies
and herd them into a specific pandemic Response Stratagem to break down government and
private sector barriers and push for centralized global Medical Countermeasures that were already
in the pipeline. Event 201 was in fact being used for the very purpose it was intended, as a practice
scenario to influence policy reactions during a real event. This all conforms better to Occam's razor,
and makes a lot more sense than theories proposing a conspicuously accurate Event 201 a mere
two months before an Intentional Release of the Virus.⊗
2.3 Event 201 Footnotes & Links: d) Event 201 announcement on 21 August 2019:
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/news/center-news/2019/2019-08-21-event201.html. e) Clade X pandemic exercise
announcement on 16 November 2017: https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/news/center-news/2017/2017-11-16_clade-x
-pandemic-tabletop-exercise.html. f) Dark Winter: http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/pubs_archive/pubs-
pdfs/1999/1999-07-31-smallpoxanattackscenario.pdf. g) John Hopkins Center: https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/who
-we-are/. h) Event 201 Pandemic Exercise: Segment 5, Hotwash and Conclusion: https://youtube.com/watch?v=0-_FAjNSd58.
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2.4 ● December 2019—Mobilization of PRODUCTION FACILITIES
HHS invests a quarter $billion in recombinant manufacturing facilities. The
fifth month after the first likely Covid patient zero. This funding on 9 December
2019 is in direct response to the EO noted prior in Section 2.2. It is less than a
month before the HHS PREP Declaration for "Countermeasures Against COVID-
19". Quoting the first two paragraphs of the press release tells the story:
The US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) issued a six-year, $226 million contract today to
increase capacity to produce recombinant [mRNA] influenza vaccine in the United States. The contract is in
accordance with the Sept. 19 presidential executive order to enhance national security and the public
health by modernizing influenza vaccines and technologies.
The work will take place through a public-private partnership between the Biomedical Advanced Research
and Development Authority (BARDA), part of the HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and
Response (ASPR), and Sanofi Pasteur, a global pharmaceutical company with US headquarters in
Bridgewater, New Jersey.(a)

More early spending is seen from an FOIA of Covid-19 Contracts which reveals four contracts of
interest in 2019 before a pandemic was declared. All are redacted but three are heavily redacted*.(b)

Table 3—Selected Federal 2019 "COVID-19 Contracts" of Interest Prior to the Covid Pandemic
CONTRACT DATE CLIENT AGENCY CONTRACTOR CONTRACT AMOUNT SERVICE DESCRIPTION
*12/19/2019 HHS/ASPR/BARDA Janssen/J&J $273,000,000 Emerging Pathogens Development Candidates
*9/30/2019 HHS/ASPR/BARDA Beckman Coulter Inc over $6 mil. (Redacted)
*9/28/2019 HHS/ASPR/BARDA Cytovale $3,407,480 R&D...for manufacturing scale up and validation
*9/1/2019 HHS/ASPR/BARDA Cue Health No change Unspecified "Diagnostic"

The FOIA documents show several large contracts were issued before Op. Warp Speed was created.
2.4 Footnotes & Links: a) HHS press release on 9 December 2019, HHS Invests in Modernizing U.S. Manufacturing Capacity
for Pandemic Influenza Vaccine: https://public3.pagefreezer.com/browse/HHS.gov/31-12-
2020T08:51/https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2019/12/09/hhs-invests-modernizing-us-manufacturing-capacity-pandemic-
influenza-vaccine.html. b) Knowledge Ecology International, FOIA COVID-19-related contracts:
https://www.keionline.org/covid-contracts.

2.5 ● January 2020—Intentional suppression of early treatment: HCQ, Ivermectin, and more.
Dr. Peter McCullough MD is an internist, cardiologist, epidemiologist and an expert in Covid early
treatment. As leader in the US Covid early treatment initiative he observed:
"It seems to me, early on, there was an intentional, very comprehensive, suppression of early treatment in
order to promote fear, suffering, isolation, hospitalization and death... And it seemed to be completely
organized and intentional in order to create acceptance for, and then promote mass vaccination." (a)

The strategy, from the beginning in 2019 and still is, about implementing the mRNA technology
world wide. Towards that goal, suppression of effective Covid therapeutics (listed in chart below (b))
had to be implemented prior to the crisis. This occurred not only in the US but world wide. In the
US, as stated on the FDA website, the criteria for an EUA declaration can only be issued when the
"statutory criteria have been met, including that there are no adequate, approved, and available
alternatives." (c) Thus early treatment suppression is inherent in the Covid Response Stratagem to
achieve the requisite EUA, to achieve an "emergency" pathway for the mRNA vaccine.
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Credit for undermining HCQ (Hydrox-
ychloriquine) in the US must be given
to the then head of BARDA, Dr. Bright
with assistance from Janet Woodcock
of the FDA, who put HCQ under an
EUA in March restricting it to hospital
use.(d) Evidently, the commonly used
safe drug "was potentially dangerous
for people in the early treatment
setting who wished to prevent
hospitalization, but not particularly
dangerous for gravely ill people in the
hospital".(e) The suppression of early
treatment continues to this day. This
topic is touched on in Sections 2.12
and 3.2 of this paper and more
extensively in Section 4.6 of the
previous "Covid Facts" paper.(f)

In Europe, HCQ was used in France for about 60 years and was available over the counter in France
until the Director General of Health issued "Order of January 13, 2020 relating to classification on
the lists of poisonous substances" only 17 days before the WHO declared a pandemic:
"Est classée sur la liste II des substances vénéneuses l'hydroxychloroquine sous toutes ses formes."
(English translation: Hydroxychloroquine in all its forms is classified on list II of poisonous substances.) (g)

So a mere two months before interest in HCQ would
explode in France, as shown in French web search
activity on the right—HCQ was moved from a safe
non-prescription therapy to a class II poisonous
substance in France—after 60 years of use. This
would be unexplainable if not understood as a very timely suppression of a cheap, safe, and readily
available early treatment drug for a pandemic that is soon to be declared. The push to limit access
to HCQ started a month before the official pandemic outbreak on 12 December 2019 when the
French Director General of the National Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health
Safety made the initial recommendation against HCQ. This conforms perfectly with the progression
of a mid 2019 release to an October 2019 Mobilization of Mid-Level Leadership (Section 2.3) to a
November statutory recommendation and further confirms this paper's explanatory model.
2.5 Footnotes & Links: a) Dr. P. McCullough, Joe Rogan podcast: https://open.spotify.com/episode/0aZte37vtFTkYT7b0b04Qz.
b) COVID-19 early treatment: real-time analysis of 2,473 studies: https://c19early.org. c) Emergency Use Authorization for
Vaccines Explained: https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/vaccines/emergency-use-authorization-vaccines-explained.
d) EUA on HCQ, 28 March 2020: https://web.archive.org/web/20200331212526/https://www.fda.gov/emergency-
preparedness-and-response/mcm-legal-regulatory-and-policy-framework/emergency-use-authorization#covidtherapeutics.
e) John Leake and Peter A. McCullough, The Courage to Face Covid-19, Counterplay Books, 2022, p62. f) Warner, Covid Facts,
2021, Section 4.6: https://www.academia.edu/62187742/Covid_Facts_Points_of_Consensus_Among_Medical_Experts.
g) Director General of Health, Order of January 13, 2020 relating to classification on the lists of poisonous substances:
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/jorf/id/JORFTEXT000041400024.
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2.6 ● January 2020—Mobilization of the PUBLIC
With months of preparations in place, it is now time to inform the public and implement emergency
statutes. From the first WHO warning to a US Public Health Emergency was only 23 days:
Table 4—January 2020 Sequence: First early warning, to Public Health Emergency in 23 Days (a)

5 January 2020 WHO issues first Disease Outbreak News on unknown pneumonia cases in Wuhan.
12 January 2020 China publicly shares the genetic sequence of COVID-19.
13 January 2020 First confirmed case of COVID-19 outside of China in Thailand.
22- 23 January 2020 The WHO Director- General convened an Emergency Committee to assess whether

the outbreak constituted a public health emergency of international concern. The
independent members from around the world could not reach a consensus based
on the evidence available at the time.

27 January 2020 US HHS Sec. "determination" of a COVID-19 Public Health Emergency.
30 January 2020 The WHO Director-General reconvened the Emergency Committee (EC). This time,

the EC reached consensus and advised the Director-General that the outbreak
constituted a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC). The
Director-General accepted the recommendation and declared the novel
coronavirus outbreak (2019-nCoV) a PHEIC.

——

It gives the impression that the US is in a hurry and encourages the WHO with a US Public Health
Emergency "determination." One day after the WHO finally makes the same determination, the US
triggers a "declaration" for Emergency measures intended for biological agents, as seen below.
Declaration of a Public Health Emergency. Six months after the first likely Covid infection, 24
hours after the WHO makes a Public Health Emergency determination, HHS Secretary Azar made a
Sec. 319 Declaration on 31 January 2020 that activated the public health agencies.
A PHE Declaration grants the HHS Secretary significance new powers.(b)

"As a result of confirmed cases of 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV)... I, Alex
M. Azar II...do hereby determine that a public health emergency exists and has
existed since January 27, 2020, nationwide." (c)

Note that the above PHE Sec. 319 Declaration is required to issue a PREP Declaration:
"Before issuing a Declaration under the PREP Act, the Secretary is required to determine that a disease or
other health condition or threat to health constitutes a public health emergency... This determination is
separate and apart from the Declaration issued by the Secretary on January 31, 2020 under section 319 of
the PHS Act" (d)

Production facilities were already under construction and were getting ahead of a formal start, but
the problem was, there were not enough US cases and deaths yet. Herein is the desire for cases
and deaths to justify the implementation of the Statagem. Yet with only five US Covid cases, the
clearly preplanned rapid sequence in January 2020 was:
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Table 5—January/February 2020 Sequence of HHS Covid Declarations over Nine Days
The CDC reported there were only 5 "imported infections" in the US on 27 January 2020.(e) Still that same day...
27 January 2020 HHS Sec. determines there is a Covid Public Health Emergency.

On the 31st the CDC reported the US had its "first confirmed instance of person-to-person spread...on January 30" (e)

31 January 2020 HHS Sec. issues Sec. 319 Declaration with 5 imported and 1 native case in the US.
A PREP Declaration is only needed if emergency Medical Countermeasures are needed... (f)

31 January 2020 HHS Sec. issues PREP Declaration to be effective on 4 February.
4 February 2020 HHS Sev. issues Emer. Use Authorization Declaration under FD&C Act Sec. 564

——

In a little over a week we go from normal to developing emergency countermeasures for CBRN
agents. It again gives the appearance there was a rush to get the PREP Declaration for Medical
Countermeasures (discussed in Sec. 2.7 below) based only on six total US Covid cases. It would be
five more weeks before WHO declares COVID-19 a pandemic on March 11, 2020. But these early US
declarations clear the way for BARDA to develop the vaccine under "emergency" countermeasures.
2.6 Footnotes & Links: a) WHO Timeline - COVID-19: https://www.who.int/news/item/27-04-2020-who-timeline---covid-19.
b) Significance of PHE Declaration: https://aspr.hhs.gov/legal/PHE/Pages/Public-Health-Emergency-Declaration.aspx.
c) HHS PHE Declaration on 31 January 2020: https://aspr.hhs.gov/legal/PHE/Pages/2019-nCoV.aspx.
d) : https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/03/17/2020-05484/declaration-under-the-public-readiness-and-
emergency-preparedness-act-for-medical-countermeasures. e) Select 28 January 2020 archive at:
https://web.archive.org/web/20200201073828/https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html. f) Select 31
January 2020 archive at: https://web.archive.org/web/20200131052832/https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
nCoV/summary.html.

2.7 ● January/February 2020—PREP Act Declaration. A PREP Act declaration is specifically for the
purpose of providing immunity from liability(a) for military actions during domestic emergencies
such as hurricanes and pandemics. Its military origin is evident since it is Division C inside the
"Department of Defense, Emergency Supplemental Appropriations" Act of 30 December 2005.(b)
This "appropriations" bill tentacles out to amend the Public Health Service Act (42 USC. Ch. 6A).(c)
The 1944 PHS Act established the federal government's quarantine authority for the first time as
well as the National Institutes of Health (NIH) among other agencies.
In the sixth month after the first likely Covid patient zero—when there were only six cases in the US
—the first "Declaration Under the Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act for Medical
Countermeasures Against COVID-19" was made by HHS Secretary Azar on 31 January 2020,
effective on 4 February, but not published until 17 March, ten weeks after it was determined when
there would be more Covid cases. The Declaration states its purpose in a single sentence summary:
"The Secretary is issuing this Declaration pursuant to section 319F-3 of the Public
Health Service Act to provide liability immunity for activities related tomedical
countermeasures against COVID-19." (d)

There's that term again—medical countermeasures—instead of public health
measures or pharmaceutical products.
The declaration goes on to explain how the expanded features of PAHPRA work with the PREP Act.
Note that section 319F-3 addresses liability immunity and was added to PHS Act by the 2005 PREP
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Act and further amended by the 2013 expansion of PAHPA renamed PAHPRA where the added "R"
is Reauthorization:
"The Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Reauthorization Act (PAHPRA), Public Law 113-5, was
enacted on March 13, 2013. Among other things, PAHPRA added sections 564A and 564B to the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic (FD&C) Act to provide new authorities for the emergency use of approved
products in emergencies and products held for emergency use. PAHPRA accordingly amended the
definitions of “Covered Countermeasures” and “qualified pandemic and epidemic products” in Section
319F-3 of the Public Health Service Act (PREP Act provisions), so that productsmade available under
these new FD&C Act authorities could be covered under PREP Act Declarations. PAHPRA also extended
the definition of qualified pandemic and epidemic products that may be covered under a PREP Act
Declaration to include products or technologies intended to enhance the use or effect of a drug, biological
product, or device used against the pandemic or epidemic or against adverse events from these products."
(e) [Note: also included in “Covered Countermeasures” are “security countermeasure[s]" beyond products]

The administration of "covered countermeasures" makes the administering person a "covered
person" who is immune from suit and liability under Federal and State law with respect to all claims.
So who gets immunity?
"Any midwife, paramedic, advanced or intermediate emergency medical technician (EMT), physician
assistant, respiratory therapist, dentist, podiatrist, optometrist or veterinarian licensed or certified to
practice under the law of any state... Any physician, advanced practice registered nurse, registered nurse,
practical nurse, pharmacist, pharmacy intern, midwife, paramedic, advanced or intermediate EMT,
respiratory therapist, dentist, physician assistant, podiatrist, optometrist, or veterinarian who has held an
active license or certification under the law of any State within the last five years... Any medical, nursing,
pharmacy, pharmacy intern, midwife, paramedic, advanced or intermediate EMT, physician assistant,
respiratory therapy, dental, podiatry, optometry or veterinary student with appropriate training in
administering vaccines...or...an institution in which the COVID-19 vaccine covered countermeasure is
administered.... manufacturers, distributors, program planners, qualified persons, and their officials,
agents, and employees" (f)

By the way, "program planners" is the government. In other words, every person or institution
participating in "covered countermeasures". The immunity time period extends just short of 5 years
until 1 October 2025 (one year after the end if the Declaration on 1 October 2024). This is the
obvious reason every hospital immediately fell in line: zero liability until 2025 if you follow federal
guidance, full liability exposure if you don't. Hospitals would also likely lose even their private
professional liability coverage if they failed to follow federal guidance. There were also federal
monetary incentives to entice medical industry compliance.(g) One can see how a utilitarian analysis
of these dis-incentives and incentives would always lead to federal compliance by medical providers.
A town major, council person or state governor is a "covered person" too. One can also see how
this pervasive immunity encourages bad behaviour by any elected official who can claim the actions
were part of the Covid response. Governor Cuomo comes to mind.
And which population or individuals are barred from seeking damages? Quoting directly from the
PREP Act Declaration:
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"in short, those who should be vaccinated or...any individual who uses or who is administered a Covered
Countermeasure...without geographic limitation." (h)

In other words, at the time every one age 16 (age 12 as of May 10, 2021) and older in the nation if
not the world. No wonder no agency or person is worried about liability. Similar to the 1986
National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act, which 'de-risks vaccine development' by creating immunity
for vaccine manufacturers, the PREP Act included the creation of the CICP or Countermeasures
Injury Compensation Program (there's that word again). Since vaccine recipients are barred from
redress, this program is the only means to compensate the most seriously harmed individuals. It
requires applicants to prove the "injury was sustained as the direct result of" the vaccine.(i) As of the
end of 2022, thousands have filed but not a single claim has been paid. (j)

——

The PREP Act declaration empowers the HHS Secretary as a sovereign who can independently
preempt federal and state law by decree without legislative restraint or judicial check—and citizens
have no recourse. To put a fine point on this, here is the PREP Act wording on judicial review of the
act:
(7) JUDICIAL REVIEW.—No court of the United States, or of any State, shall
have subject matter jurisdiction to review, whether by mandamus or
otherwise, any action by the Secretary under this subsection. (PREP SEC. 2,
amendment to PHS 319F-3(b)(7))

Think about the circularity of the logic—neither the Act nor the Judicial
Review clause can be reviewed because the Judicial Review clause says
so. And "No court of the United States" would include the US Supreme
Court. And here is the wording preempting state rights:
(8) PREEMPTION OF STATE LAW.—During the effective period of a declaration
under subsection (b), or at any time with respect to conduct undertaken in
accordance with such declaration, no State or political subdivision of a State
may establish, enforce, or continue in effect with respect to a covered countermeasure any
provision of law or legal requirement that—
(A) is different from, or is in conflict with, any requirement applicable under this section;
(PREP SEC. 2, amendment to PHS 319F-3(b)(8))

Such legislation is completely outside the constitutional framework, however, proponents argue
such powers are justified "in order to respond to the nation-wide public health emergency". I doubt
it. Anyone who knows history knows that power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely.
So we now have a clear incentive for corruption and a very strong incentive for those in government
to trigger this legislation to loose themselves from their statutory chains since it grants them
absolute unchecked power.
The triggering of this level of emergency powers makes no sense when there were only 6 Covid
cases in the entire US...unless, as the premise of this paper suggests...a DOD run CBRN threat
response was the goal.
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2.7 Footnotes & Links: a) https://aspr.hhs.gov/legal/PREPact/Pages/default.aspx. b) 2005 Department of Defense,
Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act, PREP on page 140 of pdf: https://www.congress.gov/109/plaws/publ148/PLAW-
109publ148.pdf. c) PHS Act current version: https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2010-title42/html/USCODE-
2010-title42-chap6A.htm. d) HHS Secretary Azar "Declaration Under the Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act
for Medical Countermeasures Against COVID-19" on 31 January 2020:
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/03/17/2020-05484/declaration-under-the-public-readiness-and-emergency
-preparedness-act-for-medical-countermeasures. e) Ibid. f) https://www.phe.gov/Preparedness/legal/prepact/Pages/PREP-
Act-Guidance.aspx. g) John Leake and Peter A. McCullough, The Courage to Face Covid-19, Counterplay Books, 2022, p180-
184. h) https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/03/17/2020-05484/declaration-under-the-public-readiness-and-
emergency-preparedness-act-for-medical-countermeasures. i) CICP Criteria to Demonstrate that a Covered Injury Occurred:
https://akaprod-www.hrsa.gov/cicp/injury-occurred. j) Robert W. Malone, Lies my Gov't told me, Skyhorse Publishing, 2022,
p163.

2.8 ● February 2020—AgenciesBegin toLoosentheStatutoryChainsof "StringsandProcesses"
HHS Authorizes EUAs. In the seventh month after the first likely Covid patient zero, HHS Secretary
Azar issued an "Emergency Use Authorization Declaration" under section 564 of the FD&C Act". It
was determined on 4 February 2020 (the same effective day as the PREP Act Declaration above),
effective on 4 March, and published on 27 March, almost eight weeks after it was first decided. As
context, it would be eight more days before a mere 15 cases of Covid was confirmed in the US.(a)

The required statutory criteria for making such a declaration is a "Serious or life-threatening
disease/condition caused by a CBRN agent(s)".(b) CBRN is: chemical, biological, radiological, and
nuclear agents. Quoting directly from the "Background" section of the declaration:
"Before an EUA may be issued, the Secretary of HHS must declare that circumstances exist justifying the
authorization based on one of four determinations:

(1) A determination by the Secretary of Homeland Security that there is a domestic emergency, or a
significant potential for a domestic emergency, involving a heightened risk of attack with a, chemical,
biological, radiological, or nuclear (“CBRN”) agent or agents;

(2) the identification of amaterial threat by the Secretary of Homeland Security pursuant to section 319F-
2 of the Public Health Service (PHS) Act sufficient to affect national security or the health and security of
United States citizens living abroad;

(3) a determination by the Secretary of Defense that there is a military emergency, or a significant potential
for a military emergency, involving a heightened risk to United States military forces, including personnel
operating under the authority of title 10 or title 50, of attack with (i) a biological, chemical, radiological,
or nuclear agent or agents; or (ii) an agent or agents that may cause, or are otherwise associated with,
an imminently life-threatening and specific risk to United States military forces; or

(4) a determination by the Secretary that there is a public health emergency, or a significant potential for a
public health emergency, that affects, or has a significant potential to affect, national security or the health
and security of United States citizens living abroad, and that involves a CBRN agent or agents, or a
disease or condition that may be attributable to such agent or agents.
Based on any of these four determinations, the Secretary of HHS may then declare that circumstances
exist that justify the EUA." (b)

Though Option 2 does not mention CBRN, the mentioned "material threat" is defined by the
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referenced 319F-2 as "chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear agents". Clearly, SARS-Cov2
must qualify as a biological agent at the time of the declaration, or, the declaration was used in a
fraudulent way. And used it was—the FDA granted an EUA for the CDC developed "CDC 2019-nCoV
Real Time RT-PCR" test kit the same day!(a) PCR tests that the CDC had already designed, developed,
validated and manufactured because the kits started shipping out the following day on 5 February.(a)
But how can that be, since the virus was only given a name 5 days later and the genetic sequence
was only published three weeks earlier on 12 January 2020? Unless... they had known about the
virus and had its sequence for some time. You see, the lack of Covid cases was embarrassingly low
and tests were a priority to get the case numbers up.

2.8 Footnotes & Links: a) CDC COVID-19 Timeline: https://www.cdc.gov/museum/timeline/covid19.html.
b) FDA-CDC Joint Learning Session: Regulatory Updates on Use of Medical Countermeasures, Preparedness Summit, 25–27
August 20, Slide 8: https://www.fda.gov/media/154536/download. c) Federal Federal Register, HHS Emergency Use
Authorization Declaration, Publication Date: 03/27/2020, Effective Date: 02/04/2020:
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/03/27/2020-06541/emergency-use-authorization-declaration.

2.9 ● Sidenote Analysis—Governments Lie. The most favorable interpretation of the use of the
above EUA authorization, as well as the PREP Declaration, the PAHPRA Act, and the following
Operation Warp Speed, which all focus on a CBRN threat, is exactly the assumption of this paper:
That the agencies knew a chimeric GoF virus had leaked from a dual-use bioweapon lab, and they
were triggering the appropriate statutory options in response, but lied about the true nature of the
event to the American public.

For a scholarly analysis of why governments lie, I suggest "Why Leaders Lie" by John Mearsheimer. (a) By the
standards of his analysis, this circumstance meets two criteria for lying. It is a strategic cover-up lie to
forestall public panic of an actual bioweapon release and instead substitutes a strategic fearmongering lie
to motivate the public to take the threat seriously but under the guise of a natural disease. But I would also
suggest it is an ignoble cover-up of a blunder: (b)—their own government had helped to craft the pathogenic
virus.
Mearsheimer's main finding, and surprising even to him, is that leaders don't lie to other leaders, they lie to
their own public. For lying to be successful, trust is needed, and since trust is highest in democracies he
concludes democratic government lies are the most common and successful. In his analysis the most
common US government type of lie is fearmongering. The inventor of the mRNA technology, Dr. Robert
Malone, has a new book about the Covid crisis. It is appropriately entitled "Lies my Gov't told me".(c)

According to Mearsheimer, when governments lie, they necessarily wage a "deception campaign" to
manipulate public opinion and suppress information that would reveal the lie(s). This becomes a predictive.
If the government is lying, it should be accompanied with a government effort to suppress contradicting
information. Or stated another way, if the one sees a government information suppression campaign then
the government is lying about something. Since we have seen an unprecedented government mis- and dis-
information suppression campaign for three years—the government must be lying. To know what the
government is lying about, look at what is being suppressed (lab leak theory, prophylaxis, early treatment,
ivermectin, vaccine adverse events, how few were actually dying "from" Covid, etc.).

——
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Deception campaign. How pervasive is the suppression? The journalist reviewing the "Twitter
files," Matt Taibbi, noted:
"Twitter’s contact with the FBI was constant and pervasive, as if it were a subsidiary. Between January
2020 and November 2022, there were over 150 emails between the FBI and former Twitter Trust and
Safety chief Yoel Roth." (d)

And it wasn't just the FBI. Twitter was receiving requests to suspend specific accounts from: (e)

FBI DHS/CISA DOJ US Treasury
HHS Office of Global Affairs (OGA) Senate Intel Committee (SSCI)
Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) Foreign Influence Task Force (FITF)
State Department/GEC (Global Engagement Center) House Homeland Committee

At one point, even the NSA and CIA participated in the monthly calls with Twitter. Rep. Adam Schiff
even asked Twitter to ban journalist Paul Sperry and specific individual accounts who "harassed"
him. (f) Twitter received requests from over 500 government officials. The requests enlarged to
excel spreadsheets filled with target names due to the size of the lists. In total, US agencies
requested the suspension/suppression of a quarter million Twitter accounts (g)—let me repeat—a
quarter million!
But the suppression effort was even larger. Twitter is small compared to Facebook and Google who
had similar "partnerships" with US intelligence agencies. "At the end of February 2020, Amazon
removed more than a million products" (h) which ran afoul of government guidance.
But the suppression effort was even larger. Government suppression campaigns were run in the
legacy media, in federal and state executive governments, in federal and state public health
agencies, and in medical regulatory agencies against brave doctors who lost their licenses, hospital
privileges, and jobs as a result of the medical suppression campaign. The US government
suppression operation was on a massive scale.
But the suppression effort was even larger.
"In many countries, censorship was performed by governments, with "fake news" laws being enacted to
criminalize certain types of speech regarding COVID-19. ...Turkey...Iran...Cambodia...Algeria... In the
Philippines, China, India, Egypt, Ethiopia, Bangladesh, Morocco, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Oman, Iran,
Vietnam, Laos, Indonesia, Mongolia, Sri Lanka, Kenya, South Africa, Cote d'Ivoire, Somalia, Mauritius,
Zimbabwe, Thailand, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Montenegro, Serbia, Malaysia, Singapore, and Hong Kong,
people have been arrested for allegedly spreading false information about the COVID-19 pandemic." (i)

2.9 Footnotes & Links: a) John J. Mearsheimer, Why Leaders Lie: The Truth About Lying in International Politics, Oxford
University Press: https://www.amazon.com/Why-Leaders-Lie-International-Politics/dp/0199975450; and an excellent lecture
on his book is here: https://youtube.com/watch?v=VPe5f5dcrGE. b) Leaders and elites who are more inclined to lie to the
public are those who hold a "boobus Americanus" opinion of the general public: that the general public plebeians are
complacent, lazy and stupid and are unsuited to trust with such decisions. It was a term used by H. L. Mencken.
c) Robert W. Malone, Lies my Gov't told me, Skyhorse Publishing, 2022: https://www.amazon.com/Lies-My-Govt-Told-
Me/dp/151077324X. d) See items 3, 4: https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1603857534737072128.html.
e) See items 25, 26 specifically, but also the entire link: https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1610394197730725889.html
f) See item 27: Ibid. g) See item 11: Ibid. h) COVID-19 misinformation: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-
19_misinformation. i) Ibid.
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2.10 ●March 2020—LockdownsandConspicuousCovidPolicyCoordinationof WesternNations.
As an example of policy coordination let's examine lockdowns. Except for Sweden, all the '14 Eyes'
nations had national lockdowns within 15 days of each other:(c) March 8th: France; 9th: Spain;
12th: Italy, Belgium, Norway; 13th: Australia, Canada, Denmark; 15th: Netherlands; 16th: US; 18th:
Germany; 21st: New Zealand; and 22nd: UK. This Pied Piper example encouraged March
lockdowns all around the world regardless of when nations had their first case. Some nations such
as Belize, Genada, Uruguay, Guyana, and Myanmar even went into lockdown needlessly before
their first domestic Covid case (!) to participate in the March rush.
The explanation of this coordination requires further detailing how Western security agencies
coordinated. The "Five Eyes" agreement provides collaborative raw intelligence sharing between the
US, UK, Australia, Canada and New Zealand, which effectively combines their resources and signal
intelligence.(a) The "14 Eyes" adds France, Denmark, Norway, Netherlands, Sweden, Italy, Belgium,
Spain, and Germany. From a Snowden released document (below), we know these nine nations are
called the Seniors
Europe or SSEUR.
The US has a separate intelligence sharing MOU with Israel.(b)

These 15 nations have interlinking intelligence services. This paper proposes this network is the
coordinating entity that explains the conspicuous coordination in the policy response of the
Western nations.
Since the event was originally perceived as a biological agent release, intelligence agencies would
get the signal first and then have the influence to trigger equivalent responses as the DOD did in
the US, inside their respective nations. As the nexus of the Five and 14 Eyes, the US intelligence
influence and DOD Response Stratagem is then magnified across 15 nations which then herds even
more nations under Western influence.
This has great explanatory power since the strongest policy reactions appeared in the Five Eyes
nations. The US, UK, and Canada fit that profile. Australia's and especially New Zealand's
enthusiasm for lockdowns is now explained by these countries also being Five Eyes nations. The
curious case of Israel being the most enthused for vaccination and having the highest early
vaccination rate of all nations in the world, could be due to the oversized influence of their
intelligence service, Mossad, in their government affairs.
2.10 Footnotes & Links: a) Five Eyes is officially known as the UKUSA Agreement. The agreement is recently declassified and
publicly available here: https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ukusa/. b) US intelligence sharing MOU with Israel:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/sep/11/nsa-israel-intelligence-memorandum-understanding-
document. c) US Department of State, World Military Expenditures and Arms Transfers 2021 Edition:
https://www.state.gov/world-military-expenditures-and-arms-transfers-2021-edition/
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2.11 ● April 2020—Creation of ACTIV. The development of the countermeasures component of
the Covid Response Stratagem was formally internationalized on 17 April 2020 when the NIH
announced ACTIV, the Accelerating COVID-19 Therapeutic Interventions and Vaccines "public-private
partnership". It consisted of BARDA, CDC, FDA, DOD, VA, OWS along with the European Medicines
Agency (EMA), and representatives from academia, philanthropic organizations, and numerous
biopharmaceutical companies. This gives the appearance of making the European Medicines
Agency yet another agency under US leadership. Thus since April the US and EU Covid therapeutics
and vaccine policy coordination can easily be explained by the ACTIV biomedical public-private
enterprise. The NIH announced it's purpose as:
"Public-private partnership to develop a coordinated research strategy for prioritizing and speeding
development of the most promising treatments and vaccines. ...there is a need to coordinate and
streamline processes to make the best use of biomedical research resources and testing of preclinical
compounds."(a)

The coordination of vaccine research and vaccine manufacturers world wide is also in its mission.
The private sector members were:
AbbVie, Amgen, AstraZeneca,
Bristol Myers Squibb,
Dewpoint Therapeutics, Eisai,
Eli Lilly and Company, Gilead,
GlaxoSmithKline, Johnson &
Johnson, Merck & Co., Inc.,
Moderna, Novartis, Novavax,
Pfizer, Rhythm Therapeutics,
Roche-Genentech, Sanofi,
Takeda, Vir Biotechnology,
Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center,
Foundation for the National Institutes of Health, and RTI International.(a)

This offers further refutation of the Big Pharma is Master Puppeteer⊗ theory. Rather it appears they
are one of the willing and eager puppets of state sponsors.
2.11 Footnotes & Links: a) NIH, ACCELERATING COVID-19 THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS AND VACCINES (ACTIV),
https://www.nih.gov/research-training/medical-research-initiatives/activ.
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2.12 ●May 2020—Operation Warp Speed (aka Countermeasures Acceleration Group). In the
tenth month after the first likely Covid patient zero, a press release from defense.gov (the DoD's
main website) boasts "Trump Administration Announces Framework and Leadership for 'Operation
Warp Speed'", which was the same day as the Trump announcement. The first sentence reads:
"On Friday, the Trump Administration announced the appointment of Moncef Slaoui as chief advisor and
General Gustave F. Perna as chief operating officer of Operation Warp Speed (OWS)." (a)

On close reading, Slaoui is only an advisor, the chief operating officer is General Perna. From the
onset, the nexus of the Covid-19 pandemic response is the Department of Defense. Operation
Warp Speed was not run by the CDC or NIH but rather by the "national security" agencies—with the
DOD being the statutory lead. Reading a little further in the DOD press release:
"'...the Department of Defense is racing towards a vaccine,' said Defense Secretary Mark T. Esper.
'Through our research and development labs such as DARPA and the Defense Health Agency, and our
massive logistical knowledge and capacity, we are committed to achieving the goal of Operation Warp
Speed for the American people.'" (b)

He hints at without directly admitting the the DOD has been working on
mRNA vaccines for two decades (and BARDA for 13 years since 2007). The
announcement (remember it is on the same day Operation Warp Speed is
announced) makes the following predictions as if they already knew a
successful vaccine was certain and also who would produce it.
"... the effort will accelerate the timeframe for countermeasures...The 14 vaccine candidates are being
winnowed down to about eight candidates...Manufacturing capacity for selected candidates, including the
three to five [it would be five: Pfizer-BioNTech,
Moderna, Janssen, and Novavax] selected vaccines,
will be advanced while they are still in development,
rather than scaled up after approval or authorization,
as is the case with traditional development timelines
...Before the countermeasures are approved or
authorized, the program will build the necessary
plans and infrastructure for distributing them...Once
a product such as a vaccine is ready, the
Department of Defense's involvement will enable
faster distribution and administration than would
have otherwise been possible using wholly private
medical infrastructure." (c)

In a later October 2020 presentation to the FDA, the DOD is again identified as "Chief Operating
Officer" (d) of Operation Warp Speed (with Countermeasures Acceleration Group the preferred name
inside HHS) with HHS being only advisory to the DOD. In an analysis of OWS staffing by STAT News
"which obtained the project’s organizational chart [shown above right]. Roughly 60 military officials
— including at least four generals— are involved in the leadership of Operation Warp Speed... of
the roughly 90 leaders on the chart" (e) which confirms that OWS is a military run operation. Their
analysis independently confirms the work of Alexandra (Sasha) Latypova.(f)
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On 15 May 2020, then President Trump declared that OWS was:
“unlike anything our country has seen since the Manhattan Project. ...as Chief Operating Officer will be
General Gus Perna, a four-star general who currently oversees 190,000 service members, civilians, and
contractors as Commander of the U.S. Army Materiel Command” The Manhattan Project was an Army
project run by Major General Leslie Groves under extreme time constraints—yeah that sounds similar.(g)

The DOD is the most powerful US agency, by far. This is evident by the 2023 defense
budget being seven times larger than the next largest agency of HHS.(h) The DOD
dwarfs the NIH, FDA, and CDC which are yet smaller sub-agencies of the HHS. (i) This
puts them on the third level down under DOD leadership and with the FDA and CDC
each having about 1/70th the budget of DOD, there is good reason to believe they
would yield to DOD leadership. In regard to Covid, the FDA and CDC are now
figurehead agencies to be seen by the public and are being told what to do by agents of national
security. This undermines the theory that Fauci Controls the Pandemic Response⊗ but he is easily
mistaken as such by those whose analysis stops at the visible agencies. At present, the culpability of
the DOD is shielded by that perception.
The issuing of EUAs by the HHS is the official transference of drug development to the DOD
programs. The issuing of EUAs by the FDA is an approval for "use" without regulatory review.
2.12 Footnotes & Links: a) DOD announcement of Operation Warp Speed:
https://www.defense.gov/News/Releases/Release/Article/2310750/trump-administration-announces-framework-and-
leadership-for-operation-warp-speed/. b) Ibid. c) Ibid. d) PowerPoint Slide 11 from VRBPAC-10.22.20 Meeting
Presentation @: https://www.fda.gov/media/143560/download. e) https://www.statnews.com/2020/09/28/operation-warp-
speed-vast-military-involvement/. f) For an video presentation of the structure of Operation Warp Speed by Alexandra
(Sasha) Latypova, go to mark 1:07:05: https://odysee.com/@Corona-Investigative-Committee:5/Session-124-Alexandra-
Latypova-Odysee:c. g) Remarks by President Trump on Vaccine Development:
https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-vaccine-development/.
h) Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 2023: See first Table S-8.1 which shows the 2023 budget as: $1,393.5
billion for all agencies with Defense alone getting $709.2 billion. HHS is the second largest with $110.4 billion.:
https://www.govinfo.gov/app/details/BUDGET-2023-BUD. i) https://www.hhs.gov/about/agencies/orgchart/index.html.

2.13 ● December 2020—FDA issues EUAs for Vaccines. Seventeenth month
after the first likely Covid patient zero, and before the end of the year as
promised by President Trump—Emergency Use Authorizations were issued by
the FDA (a) on 12/11/2020 for Pfizer-BioNTech and 12/18/2020 for Moderna
vaccines. Before an EUA may be issued, the Secretary of HHS must make a
section 564 of the FD&C Act Declaration of an emergency involving CBRN
agents (see section 2.8). An FDA EUA is "to allow unapproved medical products or unapproved uses
of approved medical products to be used in an emergency".(b) It is, in effect, a removal of its
regulatory oversight and a deferral to BARDA for response policies and product development and
administration. Internally, EUAs come from the FDA's Office of Counterterrorism and Emerging
Threats (FDA-OCET) and not the regulatory arm. I think the adage of 'the right hand not knowing
what the left hard is doing' applies here. The EUA letters were signed by Denise M. Hinton with the
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EUA issued by Lauren K. Roth, Acting Principal Associate Commissioner for Policy, and not by FDA
Commissioner Stephen M. Hahn. To Hahn's credit, he had spoken with Dr. Zelinko personally on 5
April 2020 and within days gave him a contract with NIH to set up a clinical trial with 750 out-
patients at St. Francis Hospital in Roslyn, New York.(c) I guess that was before Hahn got the memo.
Additional vaccine EUAs were issued on 2/27/2021 for Janssen and 7/13/2022 for Novavax. (d)

2.13 Footnotes & Links: a) FDA EUA: https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/19/2021-01022/authorizations-of-
emergency-use-of-two-biological-products-during-the-covid-19-pandemic-availability b) FDA, About Emergency Use
Authorizations (EUAs): https://www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and-response/mcm-legal-regulatory-and-policy-
framework/emergency-use-authorization c) John Leake and Peter A. McCullough, The Courage to Face Covid-19,
Counterplay Books, 2022, p46. d) Second FDA EUA for vaccines:
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/05/27/2021-11234/authorizations-of-emergency-use-of-certain-biological-
products-during-the-covid-19-pandemic

2.14 ● The Covid Response Stratagem in Hindsight and Its Shifting Priorities in 2020. I am
inclined to think the security state in 2019 truly believed the Wuhan leak endangered US security
and started with a reasonable justification for action. I will also give the benefit of the doubt that
they believed SARS-CoV-2 would be much more deadly than it turned out to be. But fairly quick,
Covid became the opportunity for a new operation and not the reason for the operation. In
hindsight, the Stratagem assumptions were wrong and when the facts changed, the strategy did
not—that's the troubling part. It is clear the Stratagem's priorities shifted early in 2020, and had
little to do with public health and everything to do with implementing the mRNA platform.
This is evident in the first month of 2020 when the lack of Covid cases did not prevent a rapid fire
series of Declarations to quickly get authorization for the development of mRNA technology: 27
January, HHS Sec. declares a Covid Public Health Emergency; 31 January, HHS Sec. issues Sec. 319
Declaration and then a PREP Declaration on the sane day; and on 4 February 2020 HHS Sev.
issues Emer. Use Authorization Declaration.
In early 2020, the low overall pathogenicity of the virus was clear. On 27 April 2020 the world’s
foremost expert on the credibility of medical research, John Ioannidis MD, D.SC., with another
eminent epidemiologist, Jay Bhattacharya, published a serum study (a) that looked for Covid
antibodies (similar to the Italian study reviewed in Section 2.1). The early 2020 study indicated that
the Covid case fatality rate (CFR) estimates from the WHO (3.4%), the Imperial College of London
(1%), the CDC, and NIH were not credible and overstated the case fatality rate by 50 to 85 times and
that instead, the average fatality rate of Covid was in the same general range as seasonal influenza.
But even in April, it was already too late. It was too late to admit SARS-CoV-2 was not as deadly as
officially presented.
In mid 2020 ivermectin was showing incredible efficacy in reducing infections, symptoms, and
death, but it was too late to admit the mRNA vaccine was not really needed. It was too late then and
still too late to undo all the suppression of early treatment and allow ivermectin's use and allow the
world to see how effective early treatment is and could have been.
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By the time they were receiving the safety data from the human trials that ended in November
2020, it had been sixteen months
since the leak, and fourteen
months since the first 2019
executive order officially starting
the security state's response
Stratagem. In those months, new
agency departments had been
created, new programs started
just for the Stratagem, billions had
been spent, many huge contracts
signed, manufacturing facilities
constructed, super cold storage
facilities had already been built,
distribution networks already setup, the vaccine components were already being made (!), and
nations across the world had followed the US and done likewise. The diagram above shows the
dilemma. It was in a presentation by Robert Johnson of BARDA who was also a member of
Operation Warp Speed, of what had already been done by the end of October 2020 before the results
of the Phase III trials were announced in mid November.(c) When the first adverse effects were
clearly seen in the Phase III trials, it was too late to evaluate the safety of the vaccine, or whether
we were doing the right thing. It was too late to stop.

One more surprising fact. An EUA countermeasure does not need to meet a minimum standard of
"efficacy" or even have proof of efficacy. Instead the lower "May be effective" standard is all that is
required as made clear in an August 2020 FDA presentation.(d)

In the Part 2 timeline in the next paper, we will see 'public health' is now absent as a motivating
factor or even as one of the criteria in decisions. Bureaucratic Institutional Imperatives take control.
2.14 Footnotes & Links: a) COVID-19 antibody seroprevalence in Santa Clara County, California, John P A Ioannidis, Jay
Bhattacharya, et al.: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33615345/. b) FDA Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory
Committee 22 October 2020 Meeting, Slide 12 from presentation by Robert Johnson, Director of Influenza and Emerging
Infectious Diseases of BARDA and member of Operation Warp Speed, Slide @1:34:48 in video: https://www.fda.gov/advisory-
committees/advisory-committee-calendar/vaccines-and-related-biological-products-advisory-committee-october-22-2020-
meeting-announcement. c) Pfizer press release 18 November 2020, Pfizer and BioNTech Conclude Phase 3 Study of COVID-
19 Vaccine Candidate: https://www.pfizer.com/news/press-release/press-release-detail/pfizer-and-biontech-conclude-phase-
3-study-covid-19-vaccine. d) FDA-CDC Joint Learning Session: Regulatory Updates on Use of Medical Countermeasures,
Preparedness Summit, 25–27 August 20, Slide 10: https://www.fda.gov/media/154536/download.

FDA VRBPAC Meeting, 22 October 2020—Slide 12 (b)

Presentation by BARDA/Warp Speed on Vaccine Development Schedule
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3.0 DISCUSSION—ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATE THEORIES TO PROPOSED MODEL
Preface. In this Section prominent theories speculating on the why and the who of the Covid
Crisis are examined. Evaluation criteria will be: rejection if they conflict with known facts; how
accommodative the theory is to being integrated into a larger framework; mathematical or
historical probability of the theory; and with simpler theories favored (Occam's razor and Hanlon’s
razor). Theories found to be unviable are noted with ⊗ and those found plausible are noted with ⊙.
To avoid personal selection bias, most alternate theories are drawn from an adversarial viewpoint
in Wikipedia's "COVID-19 misinformation" article (a) which attempts to compile and list all non-
government approved theories.
3.0 Footnotes & Links: a) Wikipedia, COVID-19 misinformation: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_misinformation.

3.1 ● Theory: The Pandemic is for the implemention of the Great Reset Agenda.⊗
A prominent theory is that the Covid Crisis was planned by world elites to implement a Great Reset
(of capitalism). The agenda is expressed by World Economic Forum's founder Klaus Schwab and
Thierry Malleret in their book, COVID-19: The Great Reset. The book proposes five components to a
"Macro Reset": 1) Economic reset: from shareholders capitalism to stakeholders capitalism;
2) Societal reset: redefine social contract and the return of "big" government; 3) Geopolitical reset:
shift from nation sovereignty to global governance with the US no longer dominate; 4) Enviromental
reset: decarbonization of the economy and shift to green economy; 5) Technological reset: digital
transformation with fourth industrial revolution. (a)

The agenda is associated with the slogans "Build Back
Better" and the "Great Reset." Both terms did not
publicly surface until June 2020 as seen in web search
activity from 2018 to 2023 at right. Nor were these
even mentioned in the December 2019 WEF "Davos
Manifesto 2020" (b) which one would expect if
preplanned. However, the concept of a "reset of
capitalism" from shareholders to stakeholders does
predate 2020. This gives the impression of an
opportunistic repackaging of WEF initiatives in early 2020 to take advantage of the pandemic.
As an evaluation metric to test if this is driving the now three year old crisis, we can simply look at
what has actually been reset. Though the above five resets are indeed in various stages of progress,
they are far from being fully implemented. However, what has been successfully implemented is a
medical reset where 70% of the world's population is on mRNA therapeutics. The world went from
small experimental mRNA treatments to world wide adoption in a single year—that is truly a reset.
Amazingly the mRNA platform is now established in child vaccine, annual adult vaccination, with
EUA approval for flu vaccination (these topics are covered in detail in Part 2). That will not be
reversed and there will be no review nor studies to evaluate that decision. Thus a retrospective
analysis reveals the accomplished goal is likely the original goal: implementation of the mRNA
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platform worldwide. But that does not explain why aspects of the Great Reset Agenda are also
clearly now being pursued. A possible explanation for this and other crisis agendas follows.

——

The Crisis Train. How the Crisis Response Stratagem 'emerged' with assorted agendas attached
and who planned it all, will be explained using a Crisis Trainmetaphor.
The locomotive. The DOD with other security agencies in the US and around the world,
particularly the 'Five Eyes' nations, coordinated a plan to clean up, cover up, and benefit from an
accidental release of an engineered GoF dual-use virus. This is the locomotive behind the Crisis
Response Stratagem, to advance the very technology that caused the problem, the recombinant
mRNA technology that the government had worked on for decades.
Adding cargo to the locomotive. The above envisioned biomedical reset plan would tempt a
number of agencies and organizations to hitch their own ambitions to the crisis train locomotive, by
blending their goals with the crisis of the moment (to not let a crisis go to waste). Those agencies
now include many private sector influencers and opportunists as the WEF, big pharma, social
justice/equity stakeholders, climate organizations, CEPI, Gates Foundation, and Wellcome Trust.
There are also public/institutional sector opportunists as politicians, national political factions, the
Federal Reserve, World Bank, and the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). They all added cargo.
The mechanism driving this confluence of interests is understood and outlined below.
An economic concept applies here and explains how various interests get aligned without a central
plan. The brilliant economist F. A. Hayek spoke of "spontaneous order" (c) or emergent order,
where some human organizations emerge unplanned as a result of the self-interested actions of
many individuals and not by central design. The resulting organization is greater than the sum of
the parts, giving the false impression of centralized design. The great economist Adam Smith had a
similar concept in the "invisible hand". This is how a market arises without the hand of a central
planner. It is how languages arise without guidance.
Following are several examples of emergent order in how the crisis train developed. Thus the
participants in the emergent Covid crisis response need not have knowledge of the DOD involve-
ment or of the original plan. All that is needed is for participants to see a self-interest opportunity.
Example 1—For decades Fauci had an obsession with vaccines and new therapeutics, and a bias
against repurposed therapeutics. It was Fauci, Bright and Woodcock in HHS who saw the
opportunity to add more suppress-early-treatment cargo which included the creation of fraudulent
studies by the NIH to slander HCQ and ivermectin.(d)

Example 2—No master coordination planning is needed to explain why investors in vaccines as
Gates saw opportunity in jumping on the mRNA vaccine train. His "best investment I've ever made"
motivation was sufficient to explain his and financial investors as the Wellcome Trust, and bio-
pharma's support for lockdowns, suppression of early treatment, and mass vaccination.
Example 3—Intoxicated by the powers the crisis granted, politicians saw personal opportunity. The
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fearmongering New York Gov. Cuomo added the 'old-will-die freight car' by mandating that 9,000
Covid infected elderly be sent into New York nursing homes causing a contagion—40,600 New York
nursing home residents died in the last three months of 2020. In April 2020, "New York state
recorded more Covid cases than any country on earth except the entire United States." (e)

Example 4—Yet more cargo was added in a global medical+biometric-d-ID (digital-identity) system,
such as a vaccine passport, which has now become a priority goal. Also blended in, is the transition
to a new central bank digital currency (CBDC) to be tied to the now expanded medical+biometric+
financial-d-ID, similar to the social credit identity system in China. The bankers' proposed future is
a planned cashless system where a d-ID will be requisite.
This crisis train is a perfect example of emergent order, where self-interests have added to the
original project of a mRNA medical revolution. With that said, it is still the security state that is the
locomotive pulling the train and directing it's general path, but the fully loaded crisis train is beyond
their original plan. Thus applying Occam's razor, the probability of the events all being preplanned
in a single mastermind plan by world oligarchs has a very low probability, whereas the likelihood of
organizations taking self-interested advantage of crisis opportunities is not only likely but publicly
stated by many as their MO. However, seeing the fully hitched and loaded crisis train can give the
false impression that all the cargo was in the original cargo manifest. It was not.
3.1 Footnotes & Links: a) Klaus Schwab and Thierry Malleret, COVID-19: The Great Reset, July 2020:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/2940631123; Related is the "own nothing and be happy" Great Reset video:
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=4zUjsEaKbkM . b) WEF, 2020 Davos Manifesto, issued December 2019:
https://web.archive.org/web/20191202185604/https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/12/davos-manifesto-2020-the-
universal-purpose-of-a-company-in-the-fourth-industrial-revolution/. c) A simple overview of Hayek's Spontaneous Order:
https://www.minneapolisfed.org/article/1992/hayeks-legacy-of-the-spontaneous-order. d) John Leake and Peter A.
McCullough, The Courage to Face Covid-19, Counterplay Books, 2022, p62, 68-70; research fraud: p50, 78-80, 102-104, 138,
191-200. e) John Leake and Peter A. McCullough, Ibid., p68-70.

3.2 ● Theory: The Virus was intentionally released.⊗ One theory was that the virus was
intentionally released for economic benefit. Some Arab, Asian, and Balkan media proposed the US
created the outbreak in China to wage Economic War on China and China's allies.⊗ These were early
2020 theories before the damage to the economies of the US and Western nations made this
theory illogical.

Others propose a Big Pharma Profit theory.⊗ Indeed the clearest financial beneficiaries of a release
would be what might be called the biotech-industrial complex of the several bio-security and
biotech "ARPA" agencies and the many biotech private companies. However a simple cui bono
supposition of financial benefit is insufficient evidence to substantiate the theory. Especially so
when compared to the hard evidence (see below) of past accidental releases, and the ever
increasing probability of more accidental leaks.
Analysis: The large number of biolabs in the world make lab leaks inevitable.
How many biolabs are there? Dual use biotechnolgy research is a world wide program. The DOD
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alone has control or oversight of biolabs into 27 nations. How do we know that? The number of
nations (27) was revealed in a BTRP (Biological Threat Reduction Program) video on the website of
the US Embassy in Kyiv. The three year old video targets the Ukrainian population to reassure them
that they can believe the US and not Russia about what is going on inside US controlled biolabs in
their country. In the revealing video, BTRP tried to comfort the Ukrainians by telling them the US
has biolabs in 27 countries thus it is no big deal for the US to have biolabs in their country. (a)

Under the Biological Threat Reduction Program (BTRP) through the Defense Threat Reduction
Agency (DTRA), (b) the US took control of former soviet labs after the collapse of the USSR, as in
Ukraine. The US Ukrainian Embassy even boasts on their website that the DOD has upgraded
existing Ukrainian biolabs and even built two new ones for "international research partnerships"
through which "Ukrainian and American scientists work together".
"BTRP has upgraded many laboratories for the Ministry of Health and the State Food Safety and
Consumer Protection Service of Ukraine, reaching Biosafety Level 2. In 2019, BTRP constructed two
laboratories for the latter, one in Kyiv and one in Odesa." (c)

The number is uncertain, but it appears there are 10 to 30 DOD controlled biolabs just in Ukraine, x
27 countries equals hundreds of DOD biolabs scattered across the world. This is an immense
enterprise. Those biolabs are of course working on biological projects. Perhaps not bioweapons or
GoF, but they are administered by the US Department of Defense. And it is not just the US. Russia
and China are aggressively pursuing biotechnology. For example, just in central Wuhan, China,
there are at least eleven BSL2, 3, and 4 (including ABSL3) biolabs.(d)

The probability of an accident. The probability of an accidental release from one of these
hundreds of biolabs in the world over two decades of operation, is near certainty. Actually, the
probability over decades favors many accidental events. For example...
1) The 1977 H1N1 pandemic which killed an estimated 7 million people, arose from a lab leak, probably in
the Soviet Union. A 1978 paper found "The new HINT influenza isolates A/USSR/90/77...have base
sequences indistinguishable from the A/Fort Warren/1/50 strain" (e) indicating it was "missing decades of
nucleotide sequence evolution, suggesting an accidental release of a frozen laboratory strain." (f)

2) A 1987 avian influenza infection appears also to be a reemergence of another frozen laboratory strain
"For instance, the PB2 segments of isolates A/duck/Taiwan/0526/1972(H6N1) and A/chicken/Taiwan/G23/
87(H6N1) differ in only 1 nucleotide position out of 2,283 aligned nucleotides, whereas the expected
number of differences, at 0.0015 substitution per nucleotide per year, would be ∼48 for 15 years." (g)

3) The 2003 SARS virus was accidently re-released at a Singapore EHI BSL-3 laboratory: "it appears that
inappropriate laboratory standards and a cross contamination of West Nile virus samples with SARS
coronavirus in the laboratory led to the infection of the doctoral student." (h) But there is more, careless
handling in 2004 of SARS in labs resulted in five additional escapes from virology labs: one in Taiwan, and
four separate escapes at the National Institute of Virology in Beijing.(i)

4) A 2012 CDC review of Biological Select Agent and Toxin (BSAT) incident reports of facilities in the US to the
USDA, APHIS, and HHS/CDC between 2004 and 2010—showed one confirmed loss of a BSAT occurred
during shipment and eleven laboratory acquired infections.(j)
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This is very confirmatory of this paper's premise that SARS-CoV-2 was most probably yet another
accidental leak from a biolab. Half these former online documents describing these leaks now reach
a 404 error and one must link to archived versions. Which is yet again indirect confirmation of this
paper's premise since that information about embarrassing lab leaks are now being hidden. A tear
in a protective garment or a failure in a protocol was the butterfly event that later turned in a storm
that consumed the world.
Another theory that SARS-CoV-2 was an Accidental Release of a Collected Sample⊗ is refuted by the
provable chimeric features of SARS-CoV-2.(k)
3.2 Footnotes & Links: a) BTRP video on website of the US Embassy in Kyiv, circa 2019:
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=aZ9cCqChMLs. b) Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA): https://www.dtra.mil. c) US
Ukrainian Embassy, biological-threat-reduction-program: https://ua.usembassy.gov/embassy/kyiv/sections-offices/defense-
threat-reduction-office/biological-threat-reduction-program/. d) An Analysis of the Origins of the COVID-19 Pandemic
Interim Report, Senate Committee on Health Education, Labor and Pensions Minority Oversight Staff, October 2022:
https://maloneinstitute.org/s/report_an_analysis_of_the_origins_of_covid-19_102722.pdf. e) Genetic relatedness between
the new 1977 epidemic strains (H1N1) of influenza and human influenza strains isolated between 1947 and 1957 (H1N1),
Virology, Vol. 89, Issue 2, Sept. 1978, p613-617: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/0042682278902039.
f) The Re-Emergence of H1N1 Influenza Virus in 1977: A Cautionary Tale for Estimating Divergence Times Using Biologically
Unrealistic Sampling Dates, 2010: https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0011184. g) Anomalies
in the Influenza Virus Genome Database: New Biology or Laboratory Errors?, Journal of Virology, Vol. 82, No. 17:
https://journals.asm.org/doi/full/10.1128/JVI.00101-08. h) Biosafety and SARS Incident in Singapore September 2003, (taken
offline between 2016 and Feb. 2020) link to archived pdf:
https://web.archive.org/web/20060426105700/http://www.biosafety.be/CU/PDF/Report_SARS_Singapore.pdf. i) WHO, China
reports additional SARS cases - update 23 April 2004 (taken offline between March to July of 2021):
https://web.archive.org/web/20040805193907/http://www.who.int/csr/don/2004_04_23/en/. j) Monitoring Select Agent
Theft, Loss and Release Reports in the United States—2004-2010 (taken offline approx. in 2016):
https://web.archive.org/web/20140422130326/http://www.absa.org/abj/abj/121704FAHenkel.pdf. k) Warner, Ibid., see
Section 1: https://www.academia.edu/62187742/Covid_Facts_Points_of_Consensus_Among_Medical_Experts.

3.3 ● Theory: TheViruswas intentionally releasedat the2019MilitaryWorldGames inWuhan.⊗
A Chinese Foreign Ministry official alleged the US released the Covid virus⊗ during the 2019 Military
World Games in Wuhan. The opposite theory alleges that China released the virus⊗ during the 2019
Military World Games in Wuhan. Neither allegation make rational sense. There was a contingent of
US military athletes in the games making a US release unlikely since it would infect US military
personal who would bring the virus back to the US, specifically to US military bases. China would
have even less motivation to release the virus at a major prestigious event in a large city in China.
The 2019 Games was China's first international military multisport event and the nation’s largest
military sports event ever with 9,308 athletes from 109 countries competing in 329 events and 27
sporting disciplines. Around 230,000 volunteers were recruited for the event.(a)

Analysis. The Military World Games were held 18–27 October 2019. Which is well before the
official pandemic start in December. This paper's proposed mid 2019 accidental release of the virus,
would perfectly accommodate community infection in Wuhan by October.
In the US, the time from five Covid cases on 27 January 2020 to the highest increase in weekly
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deaths on 18 April 2020 (see chart in Section 3.7), was around 3 months. In the US, from 27 January
to the first lockdown was 2 1/2 months.(b) Assuming China had similar single digit cases in the first
week of August 2019, three months later would be the end of October. However China was much
more aggressive in early countermeasures which would lower the R0 rate of infection and lengthen
the time compared to the US experience. Still the timing of infections at the Military World Games
would conform perfectly to a mid 2019 release.
3.3 Footnotes & Links: a) 2019 Military World Games: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/2019_Military_World_Games. b) BBC,
Coronavirus: The world in lockdown in maps and charts, 7 April 2020: https://www.bbc.com/news/world-52103747.

3.4 ● Theory: SARS-CoV-2 is a GoF Bioweapon.
The definition dilemma. A GoF chimeric virus may be considered medical research if used for
the development of a vaccine or a bioweapon if part of military program. Even if it was part of a
weapons research program, it is allowed research under the Biological Weapons Convention (BWC)
if it is considered "prophylactic, protective" military research.(a) Thus the exact same SARS-CoV-2
virus could be: a) medical research; or b) legal defensive military research; or c) an illegal offensive
bioweapon—solely depending on how it was or intended to be used.
Thus the theory that SARS-CoV-2 was a bioweapon cannot be disproven even if not accepted by this
paper. Such a theory would be accurate if either the release was intentional, or SARS-CoV-2 arose
from an offensive bioweapons program, even if accidentally released. The intent of the GoF work in
WIV cannot be known especially in regard to WIF's work for the CCP.
Analysis. It is certain that SARS-CoV-2 is a manmade unnaturally pathogenic virus (b) created in
dual-use GoF research, most likely from the RaTG13 virus. With high confidence the virus source
was the Wuhan Institute of Virology which was involved in dual-use research. Much of this was
officially confirmed by the US Department of State in 2021, which reversed earlier US statements.
"WIV researchers conducted experiments involving RaTG13, the bat coronavirus identified by the WIV in
January 2020 as its closest sample to SARS-CoV-2 (96.2% similar). ...The WIV has a published record of
conducting “gain-of-function” research to engineer chimeric viruses...Despite the WIV presenting itself as
a civilian institution, the United States has determined that the WIV has collaborated on publications and
secret projects with China’s military." (c)

It is the position of this paper that US security agencies considered it a biological agent and that it
was accidentally released from a dual-use research program, and thus should not be termed a
bioweapon but rather a biological agent.
Related theories of an American Scientist Selling the virus to China⊗ or the virus was Stolen from a
Canadian Lab⊗ as if it was a bioweapon have very little support in comparison to a Wuhan Lab origin.
3.4 Footnotes & Links: a) Text and Signatories of the Biological Weapons Convention https://treaties.unoda.org/t/bwc.
b) Warner, Ibid.: https://www.academia.edu/62187742/. c) US Department of State, 15 January 2021, Fact Sheet: Activity at
the Wuhan Institute of Virology: https://2017-2021.state.gov/fact-sheet-activity-at-the-wuhan-institute-of-virology/index.html;
and an archived link: https://web.archive.org/web/20210120232053/https://2017-2021.state.gov/fact-sheet-activity-at-the-
wuhan-institute-of-virology//index.html.
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3.5 ● Theory: Covid crisis is for Population Control.⊗
The many deaths that could have been prevented give impetus to this theory. If one looks at the
detrimental outcome of the lockdowns, the withholding of early treatment, the recommendation of
harmful protocols, the adverse effects of the vaccine, the negative impact of fertility on vaccinated
women, and the approximate 20-30% rise is all-cause mortality in 2021-2022, it is understandable
why this theory has gained in support.
Analysis. Recall the Defense Department announcement that the heralded Operation Warp Speed
"will be one of the greatest scientific and humanitarian accomplishments in history".(a) They
believed they were doing God's work. This righteous moral justification would allow the warlike
calculation of deaths in exchange for a greater good—a common calculation in military tactics and
to utopians (and evidently federal bureaucrats). Within this mental framework 10,000 or 100,000 or
a million deaths may be justified by the expected benefits of their promising "scientific and
humanitarian accomplishment". The deaths were a means to an end, the end being the
implementation of a mRNA vaccine platform. So all the levers of control were engaged for this
noble project and as a result, some died. Inside their bubble, they were saving lives in the future.
From the vantage point outside their bubble, they were killing lives today.
The moderator of the Milken event best illustrates this indifferent to death (of others) and the
utilitarian view that sees benefit in a high death count.
"Do we need to have lots of people die to have that sense of urgency? ...if the 2009 pandemic had been
much more deadly, would that have ended up being a better thing for humanity?"

His answer was clearly yes. The indifference to the loss of life in the pursuit of their greater goals is
painfully evident. Still, this paper's assessment is that population control was not an aspect of the
original Covid Response Stratagem. However, evil exists, and whether it will be an aspect (such as
fertility control via vaccination) I cannot foresee. The fully loaded crisis train may indeed have a
population control element.
This paper's proposed accidental release with national security agencies steering the response, also
makes participation of national security agencies in the depopulation of their own nations illogical.
3.5 Footnotes & Links: a) DOD announcement of Operation Warp Speed:
https://www.defense.gov/News/Releases/Release/Article/2310750/trump-administration-announces-framework-and-
leadership-for-operation-warp-speed/
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3.6 ● Theory: COVID-19 deaths are Systematically Overcounted.⊙
This theory was expressed by many including President Trump. Using official CDC numbers,
approximately 1 in every 9 deaths in the US was caused by Covid during the pandemic in 2020 with
350,831 Covid deaths in 2020. How the government counts Covid deaths is the critical question. On
7 April 2020, White House Covid response coordinator Dr. Deborah Birx clarified how Covid deaths
were counted:
"We take a liberal approach to [counting] mortality... If someone dies with Covid-19, we are counting that as
a Covid-19 death" (a)

The effect of this was quantified later when the CDC calculated deaths "with Covid-19" to be 94%
and deaths from Covid as "the only cause" to be 6% of Covid deaths between 2/1/2020 to 8/15/2020.
CDC: "Table 3 shows the types of health conditions and contributing causes mentioned in conjunction with
deaths involving coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). For 6% of the deaths, COVID-19 was the only cause
mentioned. For deaths with conditions or causes in addition to COVID-19, on average, there were 2.6
additional conditions or causes per death." (b)

Taking the report at face value, it is not saying only 6% died from Covid, rather 6% died solely from
Covid. Thus an unknown percentage died with comorbidities where Covid may still be the primary
cause of death. However, what the diminutive 6% makes clear is that the data is polluted with death
counts of individuals who died "with Covid" and not from Covid. So yes, Covid deaths are overstated.
And yet another confirming metric, as mentioned in Section 2.14, the world’s foremost expert on
the credibility of medical research, John Ioannidis MD, D.SC., with another eminent epidemiologist,
Jay Bhattacharya, published a serum study (c) that looked for Covid antibodies (similar to the Italian
study reviewed in Section 2.1). This April 2020 study using hard data from serum tests, indicated the
average fatality rate of Covid was again in the same general range as seasonal influenza.
A related PCR false positive Casedemic theory⊙ is exemplified in a 22 November 2020 Johns Hopkins
article "A closer look at U.S. deaths due to COVID-19".
This and the theory above concur. The study found no
increase in total deaths in 2020, not even an increase in
deaths of the elderly, rather there was a shifting of
cases and deaths from other causes to Covid.
"This trend is completely contrary to the pattern observed
in all previous years. Interestingly, as depicted in the table
[at right], the total decrease in deaths by other causes
almost exactly equals the increase in deaths by COVID-19.
This suggests that the COVID-19 death toll is misleading. Briand believes that deaths due to heart diseases,
respiratory diseases, influenza and pneumonia may instead be recategorized as being due to COVID-19."(d)(e)

Instead of the 350,831 (f) Covid deaths officially reported by the CDC, the more complete data
presented in Briand's webinar suggests that the total deaths attributable to Covid in 2020 was likely
in line with the deaths from the 2018-2019 flu season.(g) CDC reports 2018 flu deaths were:
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"The overall burden of influenza (flu) for the 2018-2019 season was an estimated 29 million flu illnesses, 13
million flu-related medical visits, 380,000 flu-related hospitalizations, and 28,000 flu deaths." (h)

Adjusted for the +1.47% larger population in 2020, if identical to the 2018-2019 flu, that would be
28,412 Covid deaths. Let's add a generous 25% since this is a quick example calculation and Covid is
indeed more pathogenic for those with certain comorbidities. Thus we get 35,515 compared to the
350,831 officially claimed by the CDC, or 10%. The 10% compares favorably with the 6% mentioned
above that the CDC reports died solely from Covid. This would mean a one order of magnitude
overestimate in Covid deaths by the CDC. Of course we know why this was done: the emergency
measures needed to be justified by a high case/death count, and early treatments had to be hidden
since it would hinder getting an EUA.
3.6 Footnotes & Links: a) Coronavirus Task Force Press Briefing, 7 April 2020, "If someone dies with Covid-19, we are
counting that" @1:39:00: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2m9vw03_2co.
b) CDC Weekly Update, Provisional Death Counts for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), 19 August 2020:
https://web.archive.org/web/20200817174827/https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm.
c) COVID-19 antibody seroprevalence in Santa Clara County, California, John P A Ioannidis, Jay Bhattacharya, et al.:
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33615345/. d) Covid-19 Deaths: A Look at U.S. Data, archived article:
https://web.archive.org/web/20201122214034/https://www.jhunewsletter.com/article/2020/11/a-closer-look-at-u-s-deaths-
due-to-covid-19. e) Covid-19 Deaths: A Look at U.S. Data, webinar: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3TKJN61aflI.
f) CDC, Mortality in the United States, 2020: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db427.htm;
pdf version is here: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db427.pdf.
g) CDC, Mortality in the United States, 2018: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db355-h.pdf. h) CDC, Estimated Flu-
Related Illnesses, Medical visits, Hospitalizations, and Deaths in the United States— 2018–2019 Flu Season:
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/burden/2018-2019.html.

3.7 ● Discussion Conclusions.
The model in summary: The proximal triggering event was an accidental lab leak in mid 2019 of a
biological agent, but the event was really the offspring of 9/11: a growing domination of Western
nations by the security state, post-9/11 legislation, and a focus on dual-use biotechnology in the
health and national security sectors of governments. The latter coalesced with great enthusiasm on
recombinant mRNA/DNA technology. The Covid Response Stratagem was crafted by the interlocked
'Five/14 Eyes' security agencies with the US DOD as the nexus. The added cargo on the emergent
'crisis train' was the result of self-interest actions by many parties and was not pre- or centrally
planned.
The above model accommodates all known facts; provides an integrated framework for diverse
aspects; conforms well to logical and historical probability; and with a simpler set of premises than
other theories. Once discovered, it showed a strong predictive ability for events in 2021-2022. It is
empathic with the initial logic of those behind the Covid Response Stratagem, while acknowledging
the evil in its outcome. This is not to say the model is correct, just that it is the best model available
as a counter narrative to the official narrative, which is so obviously a massive deception campaign.
If in time this model is corrected, it will be towards increased government culpability, not less.


